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ABSTRACT 
Although standard techniques for measuring direct labor, such 
as predetermined time systems and time studies, may be used to mea- 
sure indirect labor; the difficulty, time involved and resulting ex- 
pense often precludes their use.  These attributes are encountered 
due to the non-repetitive nature of indirect labor and resulting lack 
of methods or work unit definition. With the rapidly increasing per- 
centage of indirect work, the requirement to control this work and 
exigency to improve productivity; the need for a simple means to per- 
form work measurements is obvious. Familiar mathematical techniques 
such as multiple linear regression and linear programming have been 
employed as a tool for fulfilling this need. 
There have been many instances where multiple linear regression 
and linear programming have been used successfully to measure in- 
direct work.  Relatively none or few applications, however, address 
the effects of intercorrelation of the variables on resulting ac- 
curacy of the coefficients; and statistical properties of the data 
itself, from which interactions arise.  Yet, intercorrelation of 
data has been a major obstacle in employment of these techniques 
and acceptance of the reliability of their estimates. 
The purpose of this thesis is to investigate the process by 
which interaction of variables occurs and draw upon this knowledge 
to cope with the problem of intercorrelation. As a vehicle for 
analysis, a set of historical data has been obtained from a typical 
indirect work situation for which actual and standard times are 
known.  Discussion in the study includes: application of multiple 
linear regression and linear programming to the data to determine 
their relevancy; recognition of the influence of intercorrelation 
by stepwise regression and the use of interaction terms; demon- 
stration of the fact that the distribution of the variables and 
their dependency are the causes of intercorrelation; and the use 
of selective sampling of the data, stagewise regression and other 
techniques to deal with the problem of intercorrelation. 
INTRODUCTION 
SECTION I - GENERAL 
The measurement of work is a basic requirement in the management 
process because it is the essence of the control function. Methods to 
control involve measurement of activities, comparison with standards 
and the application of corrective action to meet stated objectives. 
Without work measurements, a means of making comparisons and setting 
standards is difficult, if not impossible to achieve. Work measure- 
2 
ments and standards in turn provide : 
a - a basic record of time to perform operations 
for management; 
b - information required for cost estimates and 
checks; 
c - information required for line of balance, 
machine assignment, loading and other 
scheduling operations; 
d - a basis for determining incentives; 
e - information required to determine productivity 
and efficiency; and, 
Technical Manual 5-333 (Construction Management), Headquarters, Dept. of 
the Army, Washington, D.C., February, 1972, p. 4-1. 
Wilbert Steffy, "Uses of Predetermined Time Standards", Industrial 
Engineering Handbook, 3rd Ed. (New York: McGraw-Hill, Inc., 1971) 
pp. 5-16 and 5-17. 
f - information required to determine correct 
methods. 
Thus, work measurements and subsequent derived standards provide in- 
formation needed for manpower control, standard costs, production con- 
trol, budgets and incentives; all in retrospect, act as control mech- 
anisms. A means of measuring work is essential to maximize efficiency, 
productivity and to determine correct methods.  This is necessary 
for an organization to remain viable in today's highly competitive 
economy. 
Traditionally, work measurements have been concerned with direct 
labor which has accounted for the bulk of the labor force.  In analogy, 
the major portion of the labor cost to a product was attributed to direct 
3 
labor.  Direct labor may be defined as work identified in the manufac- 
ture of a product, the cost of which can be assessed against alteration 
of a particular part or product accurately, with relatively little time 
and effort.  Indirect labor, on the other hand, may be defined as work in 
which a service is performed not involving alteration of a part or product 
4 
and is difficult or expensive to measure.  Technology, automation, and 
the rise of service industries have tended to balance the distribution 
of direct and indirect labor in the work force.  Thus, increased emphasis 
has been given to measuring indirect labor to manage, control and 
account for costs effectively. The growth of labor unions in the service 
3 
William K. Hodson, "Fundamentals of Indirect Labor Measurement", and 
Industrial Engineering Handbook, 3rd Ed. (New York: McGraw-Hill, Inc., 
1971) pp. 4-31 and 4-32. 
4 
Rita M. Carlson, "Industrial Engineering Terminology", Industrial 
Engineering Handbook, 3rd Ed. (New York: McGraw-Hill, Inc., 1971) 
pp. 12-8 and 12-12. 
4 
industries has further compounded the need for indirect work measure- 
ments to deal with organized labor.  Typical indirect work activities 
i 
include material handling, maintenance, janitorial, clerical, staff, 
professional and related work where a service is provided. 
Although standard techniques for determining direct labor, such 
as predetermined time or stop-watch time studies, may be used to 
measure indirect labor; the difficulty, time involved and resulting 
expense often precludes their use. These attributes are due essentially 
to the complexity, variety or non-repetitive nature of indirect work 
and lack of method or work unit definition.  Consider as an example,  a 
packer responsible for packaging orders or parts for storage as given 
herein.  The time to package each order would vary considerably depending 
upon the number and type of items requisitioned.  Similarly, the method 
of packing would vary depending upon these same conditions.  Even if 
specific work methods were given or accounted for, however, the question 
arises as to what the work unit will be - requisitions, items or packages. 
It is obvious that using standard techniques to measure work would 
involve analysis of many different methods and determination of the 
frequency of each of these methods to arrive at a single standard.  To 
perform such an analysis would be costly, time consuming and still may 
not adequately measure the work situation, depending upon whether or 
not the sampling is representative of actual conditions.  Thus, 
multiple linear regression and linear programming have been employed to 
measure indirect labor.  The popularity of these techniques lie in their 
W. J. Richardson, "Measurement of Indirect Work Using Multiple 
Regression", International Journal of Production Research, Vol. 9, 
No. 4, 1971, pp. 481-486. 
speed for determining solutions, familiarity to most industrial 
engineers, input of easily obtained historical data, and availability 
6 
of programs in most computer libraries to perform computations. 
Multiple regression has an added advantage in that it is a statistical 
technique which allows analysis of precision.  Linear programming, on 
the other hand, has an advantage in that solutions will always yield 
positive values for the time estimators. 
SECTION II - TECHNIQUES 
Regression analysis is a statistical technique used to determine 
the relationship between variables by the method of least squares*  This 
method determines the coefficients of one or more independent variables 
in an equation, such that the sum of the squared deviations of the 
observed dependent values from those predicted by the equation is mini- 
Q 
mized.  Linear regression analysis sr  least squares estimation has the 
requirement that the equation chosen be linear in coefficients. Multiple 
linear regression refers to applications in which the dependent variable 
is regressed against more than one independent variable. As applied to 
Donald D. Martin, "Instant Time Standards", Industrial Engineering, 
Vol. 4, No. 9, September, 1972, pp. 12-16. 
David W. Anderson, "Linear Programming Time Estimating Equations", The 
Journal of Industrial Engineering, Vol. XVT, No. 2, March-April, 1965, 
pp. 136-138. 
Q 
Culhbert Daniel and Fred S. Wood, Fitting Equations to Data, (New York: 
John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1971) pp. 6 and 7. 
work measurements, the work counts are generally employed as the 
independent variables, total time the dependent variable and the esti- 
mated coefficients the rate or measure being determined.  The regression 
constant in the prediction equation is interpreted to be set-up time, 
work not accounted for in the regression, or simply non-productive 
time.  A model with no estimated constant term is considered forced, the 
line or curve having a zero intercept.  Any non-productive or unaccounted 
for time, thus, would be absorbed by the estimators.  Choice of whether 
to use a constant term in a model requires thorough analysis. 
9 
Thelwel demonstrates that positive or negative intercepts may occur 
when the true relationship is zero, if the sample is taken over a- 
restricted range of one or more variables.  An example given is when a 
linear estimate is used on the flat of a learning curve.  Thus, a 
significant regression constant would caution the analyst that extra- 
polation outside the range of observed values may be erroneous.  In most 
instances, a large regression constant indicates insensitivity of the 
equation in accounting for the influence of the workload on time to 
accomplish work .  Linear regression models are normally used to 
measure indirect work in that exact functional relationships are 
expressed - rate times number of units equals time - and yield to 
interpretation. Use of higher order terms, if exact relationships are 
9 
Raphael R. Thelwell, "An Evaluation of Linear Programming and Multiple 
Regression for Estimating Manpower Requirements", The Journal of 
Industrial Engineering, Vol. XVIII, No. 3, March, 1967, pp. 227-236. 
Richardson, op. cit., pp. 481-486. 
unknown, are difficult to evaluate, interpret and may provide accurate 
relationships only for the data sampled.   More importantly, we are 
normally not sure of the precision of the data and are attempting to 
find a linear relationship between quantity and time. 
Stepwise multiple linear regression provides an excellent technique 
for investigating the significance and interactions of each variable in 
a regression model.  In stepwise regression, each variable of those 
considered is added to the regression, in order of its importance, in 
a series of steps.  The variable entered is the one which provides the 
greatest improvement to the regression equation - the variable with 
the largest partial F-value or partial correlation coefficient.  F-levels 
for inclusion may be specified as may the order of one or more terms to 
12 be entered.   The changes observed in entrance of variables into the 
equation when specific variables are forced, may provide clues to inter- 
action of the variables. 
_  . ,   ...  ,13 discuss in detail another tool used in regression Daniel and Wood ° 
analysis to analyze discontinuous, qualitative classifications or 
discrete factors.  This technique involves the use of "dummy" or 
indicator variables which take on a value of either zero or one, 
Andrew Ahlgren and Herbert J. Walberg, "Generalized Regression Analysis", 
Introductory Multivoriate Analysis. Ed. Daniel J. Amick and Herbert J. 
Walberg (California:  McCutchan Publishing Corp., 1975) pp. 17 and 47. 
12 
N. R. Draper and H. Smith, Applied Regression Analysis, (New York: 
John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1966) pp. 169-173. 
13 Daniel and Wood, op. cit., pp. 55-57. 
depending upon whether or not a certain influence is active. As an 
example, one might use this technique when it is desired to determine 
if there is a significant difference in work output between day and night 
14 
shift, or between days of the week.  Ahlgren and Walberg  compare and 
employ this technique to perform analysis of variance. 
There are several texts which cover extensively the basic theory 
of regression analysis.  Those authorized by Crow, David and Maxfield  , 
and Walpole and Myers  are especially good in this regard, and 
explaining terminology and statistics used.  Texts by Daniel and Wood  , 
18 
and Amick and Walberg  provide an excellent reference for analysis of 
multivariable data.  A discussion and introduction to the use of * 
19 20 
regression analysis to measure work are given by Richardson  and Salem. 
There have been many applications of this technique in actual work situa- 
tions, from which two basic differences are noted.  In one instance, the 
analyst is concerned with finding a model to determine time, the depen- 
14 Ahlgren and Walberg, op. cit., pp. 26-29. 
Edwin L. Crow, Frances A. Davis and Margaret W. Maxfield, Statistics 
Manual. (New York:  Dover Publications, Inc., 1960). 
\ 
Ronald E. Walpole and Raymond H. Myers, Probability and Statistics for 
Engineers and Scientists, (New York:  Macmillan Co., 1972). 
Daniel and Wood, op. cit. 
18 
Daniel J. Amick and Herbert J. Walberg, (Ed.), Introductory Multivariate 
Analysis (California:  McCutchan Publishing Corp., 1975). 
19 
Richardson, op_. cit., pp. 481-486. 
20 
M. D. Salem, Jr., "Multiple Linear Regression Analysis for Work Measure- 
ment of Indirect Labor", The Journal of Industrial Engineering, Vol. XVIII, 
No. 5, May, 1967, pp. 314-319. 
dent variable, given a number of work elements or factors.  Indicator 
variables and the presence of negative coefficients may be meaningful 
in such applications.  In the second instance, the analyst is concerned 
with determining rate for the independent variables employed - the 
coefficients estimated by the regression.  In such applications, negative 
coefficients have no meaning.  Examples using the first application are 
21      22      23       24 25 given by Daschbach , Thrun , Doney , Martin , and Klein  ; the 
A   u  n    26 second by Brown  . 
Linear programming is generally considered a mathematical pro- 
gramming or operations research approach to the problem of measuring 
work. As such, it involves an algebraic function to be maximized or 
minimized (an objective function), and a set of one or more equalities 
27 
and/or inequalities (constraints) which are not to be violated .  Linear 
programming requires that the objective function and constraints be 
linear. A model with two variables and few constraints can easily be 
21 James M. Daschbach and John C. Bolivar, "Developing a Job Description", 
Industrial Engineering, Vol. 2, No. 4, April, 1970, pp. 24-30. 
waiter Thrun, Sr., "Linear Regression Speeds Standard Data Collection", 
Industrial Engineering, Vol. 1, No. 8, August, 1969, pp. 35-37. 
23 
Lloyd Doney and Thomas Gelb, "Regression Short-Cuts Cycle Time 
Estimating", Industrial Engineering, Vol. 3, No. 2, February, 1971, 
pp. 22-23. 
24 Martin, op. cit., pp. 12-16. 
25 
Raymond S. Klein and Henry J. Tait, "Faster, Better Tooling Estimates", 
Industrial Engineering, Vol. 3, No. 12, December, 1971, pp. 12-16. 
James Brown, "How to Measure Group Performance", Industrial Engineering, 
Vol. 1, No. 9, September, 1969, pp. 14-16. 
27 
Claude McMillan, Jr., Mathematical Programming, 2nd Ed. (New York: 
John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1975) p. 4. 
10 
solved graphically to obtain a grasp of the basic theory. A solution 
will be found at one of the corner points of a feasible region defined 
by the constraints, if a solution exists.  No finite optimum solution 
will be found if the objective function is not bounded by the constraints. 
If the constraints are equalities, the solution will be found at the, 
intersection of the lines or planes defined by the constraints.  For 
complex problems with many constraints and/or variables, the Simplex 
28 Algorithm  is employed to find a solution.  Slack variables (dummy 
variables) are used in this procedure to convert inequalities to 
equalities.  A relatively simple problem can also be solved algebraically 
with the use of slack variables.  The major characteristic of linear 
programming which has brought about its use in the area of work measure- 
ments, is the fact that all variables solved for will be greater than 
29 
or equal to zero . 
As applied to work measurements, the constraint equations take the 
form of the sum of the work counts times each respective variable being 
estimated plus slack variable(s), set equal to the total time for a 
particular observation.  Thus, there will be as many constraint 
30 
equations as observations. Anderson  has suggested use of one positive 
signed slack variable; and the objective function to be maximized as the 
sum of the sum of the work counts for each variable for all observations, 
on 
Ibid., pp. 3-57. 
29 Anderson, o£. cit., pp. 136-138. 
30 
Ibid., pp. 136-138. 
11 
L 
3 1 times the predictor being estimated.  Thelwell  , however, notes the 
conflict of this objective function with the constraints and recommends 
use of a positive and negative signed slack variable in each of the 
constraint equations; and the objective function to be minimized as the 
sum of these slacks.  This formulation allows each observation to 
affect the answer to a greater extent, with equal weight being given 
to going over or under the actual.  Thelwell also suggests a formulation 
in which the variables estimated be minimized when overstaffing is 
known to exist. 
It is noted that the above models do not include a constant term. 
Anderson suggests using the average of the slack variables as a constant. 
Thelwell suggests inclusion of an additional variable in the model and 
illustrates another method in which a proportional constant is intro- 
duced. 
Linear programming techniques are covered extensively in most 
3? 
operations research texts. McMillan ~ covers the basic theory of linear 
programming in depth. A discussion and introduction to the use of this 
33 34 technique to measure work is given by Anderson  and Thelwell . An 
application of this technique in an actual work situation is given by 
Oliver35. 
31 
Thelwell, op_. cit., pp. 227-236. 
32 
McMillan, op. cit., pp. 3-147. 
33 Anderson, op. cit., pp. 136-138. 
34 
Thelwell, op. cit., pp. 227-236. 
35 
Robert Oliver, "An OR Approach to Work Center Standards", Industrial 
Engineering, Vol. 1, No. 12, December, 1969, pp. 21-24. 
12 
'if. 
The1we11  , in evaluating the two techniques, indicates each 
produces unbiased estimates if the coefficients are positive.  He does 
not recommend linear programming as a substitute for regression analysis 
when negative coefficients are encountered, in that biased solutions 
will result.  In such instances, linear programming forces coefficients 
37 
which would be negative to zero.  Crocker  explains in detail how 
biased solutions occur using linear programming, and demonstrates that 
better solutions are obtained using regression analysis by simply 
removing the offending variable when encountered.  He uses the linear 
programming model discussed by Thelwell, which basically minimizes the 
sum of the absolute deviations. 
SECTION III - INTERCORRELATION 
Generally, Crocker cautions against use of linear programming to 
determine work measurements because of its lack of diagnostic properties 
38 
and statistical clues.  In another article, Crocker  discusses the 
difficulty of analyzing multivariate non-experimental data by regression 
analysis due to interrelationships among the variables being analyzed - 
their intercorrelation.  Graphical representation of linear programming 
formulations reveal similar effects of intercorrelation to occur.  He 
Thelwell, op_. cit., pp. 227-236. 
37 
Douglas C. Crocker, "Linear Programming Techniques in Regression Analysis; 
The Hidden Danger", AIIE Transactions, Vol. 1, No. 2, June, 1969, 
pp.   112-126. 
38 Douglas  C.   Crocker,   "Intercorrelation  and  the  Utility of Multiple 
Regression  in   Industrial   Engineering",   The   Journal  of   Industrial   Engin- 
eering.   Vol.   XVIII,   No.   1,   January,   1967,   pp.   79-85. 
13 
demonstrates how important predictor variables may be missed, er- 
roneous relationships established and negative coefficients encount- 
ered.  Yet, statistical indicators generated by the regression may 
express an adequate model.  Crocker distinguishes two general classes 
of relationships between two predictors and a response - even nega- 
tives correlation coefficients (Class I) and odd negative correlation 
39 
coefficients (Class II)  •  Class I, which includes those instances 
where there are no negative correlation coefficients, represents occur- 
rances where predictors are very similar in their information content 
and tend to be redundant.  He explains how a good fit of the data to 
the model is obtained simply by an increase in the correlation between 
the two predictors.  Similarly, in the Class II type relationship, he 
explains how a weak predicting "suppressor" variable may improve the 
fit of data to a model, by entering into a corrective relationship 
with another variable. 
The problem with these occurrances, if intercorrelation is sig- 
nificant, is that a model developed without considering the effects 
will be unstable.  That is, the coefficients will be imprecise and the 
model will lack the ability to make accurate predictions with new 
data upon a small change of relationships among the variables.  Leaving 
out redundant predictors, which are known to belong to the model, 
may also produce poor predictions, in that the effects of excluded 
terms are pro-rated to those included according to their intercor- 
relations. The presence of intercorrelation, however, may be rec- 
ognized? and this is the first step to solving the problem. 
39 
Douglas C. Crocker, "Linear Programming Techniques in Regression 
Analysis: The Hidden Danger", op_. cit., pp. 122-123. 
14 
L 
STATEMENT OF PROBLEM 
The utility of multiple linear regression and linear programming 
to measure indirect work is evident from the literature.  Yet, a major 
obstacle in use of these techniques is the presence of intercorrelation 
or interaction of the variables.  The outcome of intercorrelated 
variables has been the establishment of models with imprecise co- 
efficients.  Such models will prove faulty as a predictor with a small 
change in the relationships of the variables from those used to develop 
the model. 
The objective of this thesis is to investigate the process by 
which interaction of variables occurs and draw upon this knowledge to 
develop techniques to cope with the problem. As a vehicle for analysis, 
a set of historical data will be used from a typical indirect work 
situation.  The actual and standard time for each work element in the 
situation are known, and will provide a basis for making comparisons. 
Conventional linear programming and regression techniques discussed 
will be employed to demonstrate their relevancy. 
15 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
The experimental procedure will be to evaluate the applicability 
of multiple linear regression and linear programming to measure indirect 
work.  These techniques will be employed conventionally, as discussed 
in the literature, to determine an objective function which adequately 
models the work situation.  Investigation of the applicability of 
regression analysis will initially be directed toward the statistical 
properties of the regression - multiple correlation coefficient, constant 
term, partial correlations, standard error of the estimate, etc.  First, 
however, it must be determined whether or not the work situation being 
studied is capable of the application of work measurements or standards. 
This evaluation is in itself valuable, because managers should be aware 
as to whether or not they have a structured work situation.  The signifi- 
cance of the constant term provides considerable insight into making 
such a determination. 
It has been discussed that both these commonly used techniques may 
not be adequate as a means of measurement due to the presence of inter- 
correlated data. Therefore, the primary concern of this study will be 
to assess the effects of intercorrelation on the model parameters - the 
coefficients. In that the coefficients estimated may be inaccurate, in 
spite of demonstrating statistical significance or small standard error 
when intercorrelation is present; the primary means of evaluating the 
techniques will be to compare the estimated with the actual model para- 
meters. 
16 
To make this evaluation, a set of data has been selected from a 
typical indirect work situation to which reasonable accuracy has been 
determined (See Appendix).  Both actual and standard times for the co- 
efficients being estimated are known and will provide the basis for 
evaluation.  Because the data are from an actual work situation, inter- 
action or intercorrelation of the variables is anticipated.  In the 
process of investigating the effects of interaction, various techniques 
will be attempted to measure the work which will minimize or account 
for these effects.  The use of standardized variables will be adopted 
as a vehicle for investigation. 
The work situation selected is similar to an application given by 
40 
Brown   to measure group performance.  In the situation, the outputs or 
work units of a particular department are used to predict group time. 
Thus, the model parameters estimated measure the rate per work unit.  The 
following reasons are given for selecting the work situation and data 
given: 
a - It is a typical indirect work situation - 
packaging. 
b - The work units were determined and limited 
to a range of clearly defined jobs. 
c - Monthly data was available by work count 
and time for each job. 
40 
Brown, op_. cit., pp. 14-16. 
17 
d - Standards had been determined for each job 
by conventional techniques - predetermined 
time, stop-watch time study and work 
sampling, 
e - Reasonable accuracy of the data could be 
assumed based upon apparent controls, and 
audit of records, 
f - The data was recorded primarily for purposes 
other than measuring work. 
A discussion of the data is included in the Appendix.  For the 
purpose of this analysis, the six work units for the six operations 
given will be referenced by variables one to six in the order given - 
"X " to "X,". The dependent variable, time, will be represented as the 
"y" variable. Model parameters estimated, the work rate, will be 
indicated by "b." to "b," for the respective variables. 
The basis for comparing the coefficients will be the average actual 
time.  It is to be noted that variances of the individual observed 
actual times are relatively small and generally remain close to their 
averages. A plot of the rate against time for the first and second 
operation, however, revealed that a learning situation may be occurring. 
Because this thesis is being restricted to linear applications, and the 
exact relationship of the work rate with the number of work units 
accomplished is not known with certainty; a linear relationship between 
the two will be assumed. Thus, the average actual time has been used 
as a basis for comparing these two coefficients like the others.  It is 
18 
evident that all the standard times agree closely with the actual times 
and provide evidence as to their being reasonable. 
41 42 
BMD  and LEAPS   computer packages have been used extensively 
43 for regression and statistical analysis of the data.  The MPOS 
computer package has been used for linear and quadratic programming 
applications. 
41 
W. J. Dixon (Ed.), Biomedical Computer Programs (Berkeley:  University 
of California Press, 1973) pp. 285-330 and 387-396. 
42 
Hugh J. McFadden, Jr., Lehigh Amalgamated Package for Statistics 
Users Guide (Bethlehem:  Lehigh University Computing Center, 1974). 
43 
Claude Cohen and Jack Stein, Multi-Purpose Optimization System Users 
Guide, Version 2^ (Evanston:  Vogelback Computing Center, Northwestern 
University, 1975). 
19 
BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
SECTION I - GENERAL 
A basic knowledge of multiple linear regression and linear pro- 
gramming will be assumed.  The following information, however, is 
provided for review and explaining important terms, statistics and 
procedures used in the experiment. 
SECTION II - MULTIPLE LINEAR REGRESSION 
This technique provides estimates of "b." derived from observations 
of the variables "x.." and "y." which minimize the sum of the square of 
IJ      J x ^ 
the differences between the predicted value of "y." (y.,) and "y ". The 
objective function or model regression equation may be represented as 
follows: 
?t = bQ + blxa + b2xi2 ... + bjXij ... + bkxik 
where: "j" is the independent variable number from 
1 to "k" and "b." is the "j th" model para- 
meter for the "j th" variable; 
"i" is the observation number from 1 to "n"; 
"x1 " is the "i th" observation of the "j th" 
variable and "y " is the predicted value of 
the "i th" observation; and, 
20 
"b " is the regression constant, which may 
or may not be used. 
Since the sum of the square of the errors (SSE), known as residuals 
in regression analysis, are being minimized, the relationship may be 
expressed as follows: 
Minimize SSE =   / (y^ y1 ) 
i=l 
where: "y."  is the equivalent of the right-hand 
side of the above model regression 
equation; and, 
"n" is the total number of observations. 
(Note: The same variables and subscripts given 
above are extended to the discussion 
which follows.) 
Taking the partial derivatives of SSE with respect to each "b." being 
estimated, setting the derivatives equal to zero and rearranging terms 
yields the normal equations used to solve for the "b '*.  These may be 
represented as follows without a constant term utilized: 
n n 
2 (xii-v (yi-7)=bi / (xii-*i 
i=l i=l 
— 2 — ) + b2  (xil-x1)(xi2-x2) 
n 
2 (xn"V bk ^   (xu- (xik-xk) 
1=1
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n n 
\   (xl2-x2)(yi-y) = bl  )   (xi2^2)(xir1'l 
1=1 1=1 
_ 2 
) + b2  (x12_x2* 
n 
)  <xi2-x2) (xik 
1=1 
■V 
11 11 »» 
)  ^ik-V^l-^ = bl /   ^ik-V^il"5^ + b2 )  (xik"\)(xi 
1=1 1=1 1=1 
2-x2) 
n 
1=1 
bk )       (xik"\)2 
Solving these equations simultaneously for the coefficients, "b.", will 
give the estimated model parameters, which will minimize the sum of the 
square of the errors.  If a constant was used in the regression, a 
partial derivative would be taken with respect to the constant and in- 
cluded in the given procedure. 
Regression analysis makes several assumptions for providing precise 
unbiased estimates of the coefficients or model parameters.  They are 
given as follows: 
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a - the form of the model is correct; 
b - the data are typical or representative; 
c - the units of observation are independent or 
uncorrelated; 
d - the errors are normally distributed, 
independent and with uniform variance; 
e - the independent variables are known without 
error; 
f - all observations on "y" have the same, 
though unknown, variance; and, 
g - the equation is linear in coefficients. 
It will be accepted that "a", "b", "e", "f", and "g" are active and will 
not be violated in the analysis; "d" will be explored with the evalua- 
tion of techniques and "c" is the specific assumption being analyzed 
in this thesis. 
The following definitions, statistics and terms are normally 
associated with regression analysis. 
Standard Error of the Estimate (s iu  .    , ) - This 
— yjb1>b2...bk 
shows the amount of variability left about the predicted 
value of the dependent variable after removing the 
variability associated with the parameters in the 
model.  Generally, it gives a measure of how close the 
predicted or "y"  values have been to the actual ny". 
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The relationship may be expressed as follows: 
n 
- — - i I   W 5y|bljb2...bk= 
i=l 
It is to be noted that if a constant term is employed, 
it i     ti 
the multiplier becomes    '  .  This same relation is 
n-k-1 
extended to the following discussion.  In stepwise 
regression, the drop in the standard error of the 
estimate caused by addition of a variable to the 
model indicates to what extent the variable adds new 
information. 
2 
Multiple Correlation Coefficient Squared (r ■     ...  ) 
y,Xl,X2  \ 
This measures the percentage of change in the dependent 
variable which can be explained by the regression on the 
variables.  The relationship may be expressed as follows: 
n 
J <Vy>2 V  <V*i>: 
i=i i=i 
=   i- yjx. x ...x,    n 
> (yj-y)       I    (yj-y )2 
i=l i=l 
t-Statjstic or t-Value - The t-statistic shows the 
significance of each explanatory variable in predicting 
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the dependent variable.  Basically, a hypothesis is 
being tested as to whether a coefficient is significantly 
different from zero.  The t-value may be represented as 
follows: 
t .= 
J
   ylb. b„...b  -t/ne •■ 
'I 1, 2   k T  JJ 
where:  "e " is the diagonal element of 
the inverse matrix of normal 
equations. 
If the t-value is greater than the critical value t »_ 
(nk) from a t-distribution, where the value in 
parenthesis indicates the degrees of freedom, the 
coefficient may be considered significantly different 
from zero.  'be" represents the significance level. 
The t-statistic actually measures how many standard 
errors the estimated coefficient is away from zero. 
Significance Level - The significance level may be 
considered the probability of making a "Type I Error" - 
rejecting a hypothesis when it is true. A 5% sig- 
nificance level is rigorous for beginning exploratory 
statistical tests and normally a 10% significance level 
is initially used.  In this analysis both the 5% and 
10% significance levels are employed. Unless indicated 
otherwise, the 5% level will be assumed.  It was ini- 
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tlally used in that actual effects are known and a 
common basis of comparison was desired.  The significance 
level may also be interpreted as a (1.00-«r) x 100% con- 
fidence interval, which indicates a value or statement 
lies in the interval or is correct (1.00-4f) x 100% 
of the time.  With a 5% (.05) significance level, one 
expects accurracy 95% of the time. 
Standard Error of the Coefficient (s, ) - The standard 
j 
error of the coefficient gives an estimate of the range 
in which the coefficient may actually be; again, indi- 
cating significance.  The t-statistic is obtained by 
dividing the estimated coefficient by its standard 
error, and is expressed as the denominator above. 
Sample Correlation Coefficients (r, .) - The correlation 
 C hj 
coefficients between two variables show the degree of 
association between the variables.  The range of co- 
efficients is from -1. to +1., indicating the highest 
negative and positive correlation respectively.  A 
correlation coefficient of 0. indicates no association 
between variables.  Negative correlations infer high 
values of one variable are associated with low values 
of the other and vice versa.  Positive correlations 
infer high values of one variable are associated with 
high values of the other.  The relationship may be 
expressed as follows where "h" can be any variable 
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including the dependent variable; 
n 
_1_ / (Xih^ h) (x^-Xj) 
n-1 i=l 
r  =  
sh sj 
where:  "s" is the sample standard deviation 
of the variables. 
The numerator in this relation is the covariance of the 
two variables.  The "n-l's" cancel, however, and the 
equation may be expressed as follows: 
i=l i=l 
It should be noted that the correlation coefficient given 
above is considered a "simple" or "zero-order" correlation. 
Partial correlations, on the other hand, indicate the 
degree of association between two variables, generally 
"y" and "x " in regression analysis; after the effects 
of one or more of the other variables have been removed 
or controlled.  The number of variables controlled is 
44 
considered the order of the correlation .  The relation- 
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Hubert M. Blalock, Jr., Social Statistics (New York: McGraw-Hill, 
Inc., 1972) pp. 437-440. 
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ship for a first and second order correlation may be 
expressed as follows: 
(1st Order)  r. , ' '— 
—— ———   nj.m y^h? /^ 2 in 
where:  the correlations on the right-hand 
side of the equation are the zero- 
order correlations and "m" is the 
controlled variable. 
r, .  -(r.   ) (r.   ) 
(2nd Order)  ru. =  hj,m  hrUm   Jn'm hj.mn     " ' ' 
y   hn.m ■mi        jn.i 
where: the correlations on the right-hand 
side of the equation are the first 
order correlations and "m" and "n" 
are the control variables. 
F-Value - The overall significance of the regression is 
tested with an F-value where: 
r2. 
F=  yl*rx2—\ n.k 
—     
(
 k } 
1-r I yh,x2-\ 
If the calculated F-value is greater than the critical value 
F (k,n-k) from an F-distribution with "k" and "n-k" degrees 
of freedom, the regression is considered significant at 
the 'Vf" significance level.  That is, the variance accounted 
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for by the regression is more than could reasonably be 
expected than if the regression coefficients were zero. 
It is again noted that the calculation is given for a 
regression without a constant term.  The F-value in this 
application is the same that would be obtained from 
analysis of variance of the regression. 
Durbin-Watson Statistic - It has been noted that regression 
analysis assumes the errors are independent from one observa- 
tion to the next.  Autocorrelation is the case where there 
is a correlation between successive errors (increasing 
fitted values).  The Durbin-Watson statistic provides a 
standard test for autocorrelation.  Generally, if the 
statistic is between 1.5 and 2.5, autocorrelation is not 
significant. A statistic below 1.5 indicates positive 
autocorrelation, while a statistic greater than 2.5 
indicates negative autocorrelation (errors alternate 
negative then positive).  The mathematical expression 
for the Durbin-Watson statistic is given as follows: 
D.W. Statistic = 
n 
/  (ei"ei-l 
i=2 
n 
)2 
1 
i=l 
2 
ei 
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where:  "1" are the observations in increasing order 
of the fitted values; and, 
"e" are the errors for the respective 
observations. 
Plot of Residuals - The plot of residuals or errors against 
the predicted "v." value provides much information.  If the 
true model is a curve rather than a straight line, residuals 
will tend to follow a definite pattern - eg. large and 
positive, then smaller, then negative, then positive again. 
Increase or decrease of the scatter of residuals with the 
value of "y."  similarly indicate a poor model.  Outliers and 
clustered data will also be obvious from the plot.  The plot 
of residuals should show a random scatter with no obvious 
relationship to the "y " value.  A cumulative distribution 
plot of the residuals should indicate them to be normally 
distributed. 
Stepwise Regression - In stepwise regression, a sequence of 
regression equations'is computed in a stepwise manner. At 
each step one variable is added to the regression equation. 
The order of insertion is determined by using the variable 
with the highest partial F-value upon entry into the equa- 
tion.  Equivalently, it is the variable with the highest 
partial correlation coefficient, partialed upon the varia- 
bles already entered.  Re-examination of all the variables 
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entered into the regression occurs at every step.  Normally, 
a minimum F-value is set for entry of variables into the 
regression and dropping of variable already entered.  This 
control precludes inclusion of insignificant predictors. 
The critical value F (l,n) may be determined from an 
F-distribution with one and "n" degrees of freedom.  The 
use of a constant term at each step in the regression may 
also be determined by comparing this value with the 
calculated F-value for the constant term. 
Regression Constant - The significance of a regression 
constant may be determined by an F-test.  From equivalent 
models with and without a constant term, the calculated 
F-value is found by dividing the square of the larger 
standard error of the estimate by the square of the 
smaller: 
(s   I      )2 
F=    ^nh—^ 
(s   I      ) 
y(2)ri**#Xk 
The critical F-value may be determined from an 
F-distribution by the value F (a,b) where "a" and "b" 
are the degrees of freedom for the numerator and de- 
nominator respectively.  In stepwise regression the 
significance of the constant, calculated above, may 
also be measured against the critical F-value for 
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entrance of variables.  If the calculated value is greater 
than the critical value for entrance of variables, the 
constant term enters the regression. 
Discussion above has revealed that as applied to work measurements, 
a significant constant term may be the result of: 
a - fixed manning levels regardless of the 
fluctuations in work loads; 
b - excessive personnel or non-productive 
time; 
c - work units not accounted for in the model 
or set-up time; and, 
d - sampling over a restricted range of one 
or more variables. 
Generally, a significant constant term cautions against extra- 
polation outside the range of observed values; and indicates insensi- 
tivity of the equation in accounting for the influence of the workload 
on time to accomplish work.  With the data provided, a large regression 
constant would indicate a faulty relationship in that it is known that 
t      the predictors account for all the time.  If no work is accomplished, 
time is not recorded.  A constant term is not desired in that it re- 
presents time not accounted for by the predictor.  Models containing 
a constant term may be appropriate if standards are being estimated 
to determine unproductive time.  In this application, however, the 
constant term was only utilized to ascertain the validity of the model 
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and character of the work situation.  This discussion of the regression 
constant is extended to apply to use of a constant terra in linear pro- 
gramming. 
SECTION III - LINEAR PROGRAMMING 
The application of linear programming does not provide a means for 
testing assumptions or diagnosing results as in regression analysis. 
Thus, there are no assumptions or statistical relationships to be 
considered.  There are, however, several "rules" to be taken into 
account: 
a - Terms in the objective function and con- 
straints must be linear. 
b - All values of the variables utilized must 
assume values greater than or equal to zero 
(non-negative) in the solution.  If this 
cannot be accomplished, a feasible solution 
does not exist. 
c - The solution must be bounded by the con- 
straints.  In the same sense the variables 
must be bounded. 
d - The formulation is not degenerate - a "basic" 
variable assumes a value of zero. 
The formulations of the models employed will be to minimize the 
sum of the slack variables, with the constraint equations as specified 
in the Introduction.  The relationships may be mathematically expressed 
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as  follows: 
Minimize    \^.x + \+2  •••   *fc+-n+l  •••  xlH-2n+l 
Subject To 
bQ + blX±1   ...  + b.Xij   ...  + bkxik + xk+1  -  xk4iH.1 = y± 
b„ + b,x , ... +b.x . ... b, x .+ x. „- x, , y 0   1 nl       j nj     k nk   Tc n   Tc 2n = 'n 
where: the subscripts for the "b.", "x..", and 
"y " represent the same as regression 
analysis - to "j" equals "k" and "i" 
equals "n."; and, 
"x,., " to "xv_. " represent the positive 
signed slack variables and "Xj^.." to 
"x^- " represent the negative signed 
slack variables. 
In applications where a constant term is not included, the "bn" would 
be dropped from the constraint equations.  Similarly, if only positive 
slack time was considered appropriate, the negative signed slack 
variables would be removed.  In using this linear programming formula- 
tion, the sum of the absolute deviations, the slack variables, are 
minimized. 
The basic model is the same as that given above for regression 
analysis and represented by the constraints.  Substitution of the esti- 
mated coefficients in the model will provide an estimate of "y."  or 
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"y ".  Subtracting this estimate from the actual "y " gives the devia- 
tions which are the same as the plus and minus signed slack variables. 
Equivalently, they are the same as the residuals in regression analysis. 
Thus, a standard error of the estimate was determined as in regression 
analysis.  It seems logical that a plot of the deviations should also 
exhibit random scatter and be roughly normally distributed. 
It should again be noted that linear programming minimizes the 
sum of the absolute deviations, while regression analysis minimizes the 
sum of the square of these deviations.  Thus, it is apparent that 
extreme observations are weighted more heavily in regression analysis. 
It appears that a quadratic programming formulation of the problem 
(where the objective function is the sum of the square of the slacks 
and the constraints are as given above) would provide the same solution 
as regression analysis, if negative coefficients are not encountered. 
Quadratic programming is similar to linear programming except the 
objective function may contain quadratic terms. 
SECTION IV - STANDARDIZED VARIABLES 
Standardization of variables involves expressing each variable of 
the observations as deviations from their respective means. The 
relationship is given as follows where "z" is the standardized variable: 
x.. - x .
yi ™ y 
= _^> J z =—. 
X..    "~-——— y,    s ij    s yl y 
J 
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In effect, the variables have been rescaled to have the same standard 
deviation or variance, and the same mean of zero.  The meaning of the 
coefficients obtained in regression analysis using the actual data may 
be interpreted as being the amount of change in "y." which accompanies 
a certain change in "x.".  The coefficients obtained using standardized 
variables, on the other hand, indicate the change in standard deviation 
units of the dependent variable produced by a one standard deviation 
change in the independent variable.  For this reason and the fact that 
the variables are rescaled to a mean of zero, a constant term is not 
employed when using standardized variables.  The standardized re- 
gression coefficients, "B.", are related to the raw data by the 
expression: 
s 
X. s 
B, = b,  f_  or b. = 
j   j —       J s s 
y «j 
If there are only two variables in a regression - the dependent and 
independent variables - "B." is the same as the zero-order sample 
correlation coefficient.  In multiple regression this is the case only 
if the variable are completely uncorrelated with each other. 
It is interesting to note that if the normal equations are used 
to solve for the standardized coefficients and these equations are 
first multiplied by " /   ," the equations may be expressed equivalently 
by zero-order sample correlation coefficients.  As an example, consider 
the first normal equation given above as applied to the six independent 
variable sample data used in this analysis.  The equation after multi- 
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plication by " /  ." may b« expressed as follows: 
r1Y . Bl  + B2r12 + B3r13 + B^ + B5r15 + B6rl6 
where:  the "r's" are the correlation co- 
efficients between the variables 
indicated. 
To obtain a grasp of how these relationships were obtained, first con- 
sider that the means for all variables in standardized form are zero. 
Thus, the first normal equation may be expressed as follows: 
n n n n 
/       Z Z      = B.      /Z2 + B.     /      Z Z +B,    >Z Z 
/ xil     yi l   I Xil 2/ xil     xi2 3/        xil     x13 + 
i=l i=l i=l 1=1 
n n n 
B.)   Z    Z   + B,  >   Z    Z   + B,  /  Z   Z 
4
 /   Xil  xi4   5 /   xil  X15   6 /   xil  xi6 
i=l i=l 1=1 
If the standardized variables are now represented by their relation- 
ship with the raw data, the following relations exist, using the left- 
hand side of the last equation as an example: 
/ SiV/  " -TT- / (Xil^(yi" 
i=i i=i    \ sy xi y   fcl 
y) 
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n 
J     (Xil-x1) (yt- 
lsl /          
y) 
2 (*!!-*!>   //  <Vi- 
i=l /  i=l 
y)2 
n-l n-l 
n 
/  (xn-V (yi- 
i=l 
y) 
l 
n-l 
i=l 
n 
(xii-5i)2   •   /    (yr 
i=l 
y)2 
Multiplying this last relation by " /  ." yields the same expression 
for the sample correlation coefficient.  Similarly, it can be shown 
that the standardized variables possess the same relationship to the 
"B_" to "B-." coefficients in the first normal equation.  The stand- 
ardized variables for the "B " term are equal to one after multi- 
plying by " /  .": 
n 
I l ziizii - I   hi = \   <*ii-V2 - ii 
i=l i=l        /      2      T" 
(xn-xi)2 
2 (xii-^i)2 
i=l 
n-l 
= n-l 
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Multiplying the last relationship by " /  " yields the value one. 
n-1 
The same relationships above extend to the other normal equations. 
It is to be noted that "n-1" weighting was used to determine standard 
deviations above.  If "n" weighting was employed, the normal equations 
would be multiplied by " / ." Discussion concerning application of 
the use of standardized variables and the above equivalents will be 
reserved for the analysis. 
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EXPLORATORY ANALYSIS 
SECTION I - GENERAL 
The "true" model or objective function in the work situation 
given may be defined by the sum of each of the six predictors (variables), 
times their respective model parameters (coefficients), plus a con- 
stant term, if applicable.  The actual model parameters or coefficients 
in this instance are known and consist of the average work rates.  Thus, 
a means of comparing results and determining the accuracy of the para- 
meters estimated by the techniques described are provided. 
SECTION I_I - MULTIPLE LINEAR REGRESSION 
Initially, monthly data were analyzed by multiple linear regression 
using the "true" model with all observations.  The function was employed 
both with and without a constant term to provide insight as to the 
sensitivity of the model and the character of the work situation. 
Regression statistics are given in Table 1. The constant obtained in 
the regression with this term was 133.194. Mean time for all 16 
observations (y) is 1722.734. Thus, the constant represents a small 
portion of the dependent variable - 7.73%.  To determine if the constant 
is significantly different from zero, an F-test was used to compare the 
two equations. The calculated F-value was found to be 1.0270 while the 
critical value F ,(10,9) is 3.14.  Therefore, the constant may be 
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considered not significantly different from zero.  This fact, along 
with the regression statistics, give evidence to the validity of th« 
model and the fact that the equation is sensitive in explaining or 
accounting for the workload.  Similarly, an indication is provld*d 
that the work situation is structured or organized, and capable of the 
application of standards. 
It Is apparent that several of the coefficients have t-statistics 
which are considerably low.  The critical t-value for the coefficients 
is t n,./2 (10) = 2.228 and t   .. (9) = 2.262 for regressions without 
and with a constant term respectively.  Thus, variables "x ", "x " and 
"x" would be considered for removal from the equation "forced" through 
zero and variables "x," and "x " would be considered for removal from 
the equation with a constant term.  It is known, however, that these 
predictors are in the "true" model; and one may surmise that inter- 
correlation may be active.  High intercorrelations tend to increase the 
standard error associated with each coefficient; thus, the variance of 
the estimate for these coefficients is enlarged resulting in lower 
t-statistics.  It was observed that scatter of the residuals demon- 
strated a slight tendency to increase at the extreme observations of 
"y *'; a likely result of the imprecise coefficients. 
Evidence as to possible influence of intercorrelation is apparent 
from the correlation coefficient matrix of the variables given in 
Table 2.  Generally, independent variables which correlate highly with 
the dependent variable are its best predictors.  That is, unless two 
or more of these independent variables are highly intercorrelated; in 
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which case relationships are difficult to determine.  In these 
occurrences the question arises as to whether there is a need for all 
such related predictors in the model.  The t-statistic may aid in 
making this determination; however, the increased variance associated 
with intercorrelation of data makes evaluation based upon this statistic 
alone unreliable.  Knowledge of the actual work situation is most 
important in making an evaluation. 
In this application there is a high correlation between variables 
"x ", "x ", and "x," and the dependent variable; however, "x," has 
been found to be insignificant.  High intercorrelation of "x." and 
"x " with "x " provides an explanation for this occurrence.  It is 
indicated in the Appendix that "x " is highly dependent upon "x " and 
"x-".  The operation itself, however, may be considered independent of 
the other two operations.  Thus, it would be wrong to consider this 
predictor redundant.  The real problem as it concerns regression analy- 
sis is that the variables are to some degree dependent; thus, statis- 
tical independence is not achieved.  Statistical dependence - interaction 
or intercorrelation are analogous terms - may occur as a result of the 
actual work situation, as in this instance, or as a result of certain 
characteristics of the data itself.  In fact, it has been noted in the 
literature that intercorrelated data is likely to be encountered when 
analyzing multivariate non-experimental data.  Thus, it appears that 
violation of this basic assumption of regression analysis, when applying 
it to work measurements, is something which must be dealt with.  Looking 
back upon Table 2, significant intercorrelations exist between the other 
44 
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variables  except   "x," which has  the   lowest  correlation with  the   depen- 
dent  variable.     The  t-statistic   for  "x ",   nonetheless,   was   found  to  be 
o 
highly significant, indicating in part the active influence of inter- 
correlation upon other variables.  It is also to be noted that a nega- 
tive coefficient was encountered - an obvious sign of intercorrelation 
when it is meaningless for a predictor.  At this point it will be 
sufficient to say that the true effect of predictors may be de-empha- 
sized when high intercorrelation of the variables is present.  Actual 
coefficients, the rates, are given in Table 3.  The error between the 
estimated coefficients and the actual rates give evidence to this 
statement along with the other observations and significance of the 
regression equation.  Although it has not yet been shown that the cause 
of the imprecise coefficients is intercorrelation of the data, this 
fact will be developed in the following discussion. 
The "true" regression model considering all observations and all 
predictors was discussed first to determine the significance of the 
model and provide a cursory view of that which is being analyzed - 
intercorrelation.  As an exploratory matter, when the model parameters 
and relationships are unknown, a logical start is to perform stepwise 
regression analysis of the data. 
Stepwise analysis was subsequently performed on the data with all 
variables free to enter the regression.  No critical partial F-value 
was given for entrance of variables and no constant term was employed. 
Summary results for the steps are given in Table 4.  Regression statis- 
tics are the same as given in Table 1 if all the variables are to be 
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TABLE 3 
ACTUAL COEFFICIENTS (RATES) 
MONTHLY DATA 
Coefficients (Rates) 
xl      x2      x3     X4      x5      X6 
Actual Values   .104    .096    .003   .007     .003    .034 
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included in the regression. The critical partial F-value for entrance 
of a variable may be determined from an F-distribution by the value 
F _. (1,16) which is 4.49.  Thus, variables "x " and "x^1 would not 
enter the regression. Because these are the last two variables to enter, 
and none of the F-values to remove a variable reaches the critical 
F-value in the preceeding steps; the step preceeding entrance of "x " 
would provide the selected equation, with the contribution of each variable 
in explaining variation in the dependent variable considered. A sum- 
mary of regression statistics and parameters for this model are given 
in Table 5.  Generally, the statistics indicate a good relationship of 
the regression equation to the data.  It is to be noted that in this 
model the "x," predictor is retained, the t-statistic of the coefficient 
indicating it to be significant.  In the "true" model regression, this 
predictor was found to be insignificant. The added precision reflected 
by higher t-statistics for all coefficients in the reduced model may be 
expected in that a cause of increased variance has been removed. 
It is important to mention that stepwise regression was also 
employed with a constant term; however, the constant proved to be in- 
significant with the variables demonstrating significance. Generally, 
the same predictors were selected for inclusion in the regression based 
upon the critical F-value given above.  A summary of regression statis- 
tics with these predictors and the constant terra was provided in Table 5, 
nonetheless, to compare the two equations.  It was observed that F-values 
for regressions forced through zero were much higher than if a constant 
term was included at each step. 
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It is obvious from Table 5 that residual plots have revealed a 
problem with the reduced models.  Basically, the distribution of 
residuals was skewed toward negative values, a run occurring at the 
upper fitted (y ) values.  The non-normality and lack of equal scatter 
more than likely resulted from the absence of the known predictors. 
In reviewing discussion to this point, regression analysis has 
been applied to both the "true" model and a typical application of 
regression analysis performed upon the sample data.  The problem ob- 
vious in evaluating both the "true" model and stepwise regression is 
the occurrence of erroneous and/or imprecise coefficients.  In reference 
to the "true" model the coefficients are known to be in error from 
comparison with the actual rates.  Also, resulting t-statistics indi- 
cate several of the predictors to be insignificant, and a negative co- 
efficient was encountered.  In the application of stepwise regression, 
where the data were approached with actual effects being unknown, 
several of the predictors would be considered insignificant and dropped 
from the regression.  Common sense, however, dictates that an experi- 
menter have some knowledge of the work situation to determine whether 
certain predictors should be in the model.  Thus, caution with respect 
to the reliability of results would be exercised.  The danger of using 
imprecise coefficients and removing predictors which are known to exist 
has been discussed in the literature.  Although an objective function 
is obtained which provides considerable accuracy in predicting the 
dependent variable; the danger in applying the model to future observa- 
tions is obvious, if the coefficients are erroneous. 
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SECTION III - LINEAR PROGRAMMING 
Application of linear programming to the data was also performed 
as above for regression analysis.  A comparable exploratory method for 
analysis, however, is not available.  Lack of statistical diagnostic 
properties in using this technique have been cited.  Although one or 
various combinations of variables could be tried, there is little basis 
for evaluation since the model is force-fitted to the data.  Thus, a 
model must be assumed and embodied in the constraints.  In this analysis 
the "true" model was assumed - again, the experimenter should have some 
concept of the work situation.  The technique was applied both with and 
without a constant term, minimizing the sum of the positive and negative 
signed slack variables.  Other formulations were also tried.  One was 
to minimize the sum of the negative signed slack variables, positive 
signed slack variables not being included in the constraints.  Another 
formulation, equivalent to Anderson's, was to minimize the sum of the 
positive signed slack variables; negative signed slack variables not 
being included.  Generally, minimizing the positive and negative signed 
slacks is considered to give the best results and it did in this appli- 
cation.  The formulation using only negative signed slack variables 
was tried in that it is known work efficiency is less than 100Z.  Results 
of the applications are given in Table 6.  Included are the actual co- 
efficients, "average absolute error of the coefficients", standard error 
of the estimate, and residual information.  The same statistics obtained 
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from regression analysis are also provided to compare the two techniques. 
Calculation of the "average absolute error of the coefficients" was 
obtained by summing the absolute error of the coefficients (estimated 
minus actual) and dividing by six, the number of actual variables.  In 
regression analysis where a variable was not included in the model, the 
estimated value was taken to be zeroj the absolute error being the 
actual value. 
From Table 6, although regression analysis is shown to provide 
better predictions of the dependent variable based upon the standard 
error, greater accuracy in determining the coefficients was obtained 
with linear programming.  As expected, use of positive and negative 
signed slack variables gave the best results. 
Distribution plots of the residuals or errors reveal the formula- 
tion with positive and negative slack and no constant term to be skewed 
positive.  A plausible explanation is the absence of the effect of "x_", 
whose coefficient was forced to be zero.  A more normal distribution of 
errors was obtained in the same formulation containing a constant term. 
Formulations utilizing only positive or only negative slack variables 
will obviously exhibit biased errors.  For this reason residual informa- 
tion is not given.  Although non-parametric statistical tests could have 
been applied to resulting errors, they were not in that application of 
these formulations is inconsequential.  Generally, however, a good dis- 
tribution of values above and below the average slack were obtained 
using the formulation with only positive or negative signed slack 
variables. 
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It Is apparent that using a constant term with the positive and 
negative slack formulation provided the best estimates.  A likely 
explanation for this occurrence is that the constant term absorbed 
some of the effects of interaction or unexplained time.  Accuracy of 
the coefficients using linear programming compare closely with re- 
gression results obtained using the reduced model.  Regression of the 
"true" model provides the best estimate of the dependent variable; how- 
ever, the poorest estimates of the coefficients are obtained - an 
apparent sign of intercorrelation.  It is obvious that removing in- 
significant predictors from the model in regression analysis would pro- 
vide a better estimator for the dependent variable in determining future 
observations. 
It is important to note that rounding errors and the method of 
comparing the coefficients could have resulted in representing the 
differences between the techniques more or less significant than they 
actually are.  Yet, it is felt the results adequately depict the 
influence of that which is being investigated.  The best estimator of 
the coefficients given in Table 6 - linear programming with a constant 
term using positive and negative signed slack variables - provides an 
average error per coefficient of 34.8%. 
Inspection of the results reveals similar relationships between 
variables in both techniques.  It has been noted that linear programming 
forces coefficients which would be negative to zero.  Here, the same 
predictor for which a negative coefficient was estimated using re- 
gression analysis, was forced to zero.  Thus, one may surmife, effects 
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of interaction may have similarly influenced the linear programming 
model.  Crocker has shown this to be the case, providing a graphical 
representation of such occurrences.  Because of the number of variables 
Involved in this example, however, a graphic portrayal of the causes 
and effects of interaction will not be attempted.  A mathematical 
approach of depicting the causes and effects of intercorrelation has 
been taken for the sake of understanding and applying what has been 
found.  This approach will be developed in the following discussion. 
First, however, a brief analysis of the daily data will be made. 
SECTION IV - DAILY DATA 
In an effort to provide support of the observations and con- 
clusions made above, the daily data were investigated in a similar 
manner.  Only regression analysis was employed, however, because of 
the lack of statistical information provided by linear programming. 
It is important to note that the variable "x," was not included in the 
analysis.  Only one day, "the sixth", contained work performed under 
this operation; therefore, the observation was removed from considera- 
tion.  Inclusion of this observation would likely bias estimates, as 
will be more apparent later in the analysis.  Regression summaries of 
the "true" model with and without a constant term are provided in 
Table 7; the correlation coefficient matrix in Table 8; actual co- 
efficients in Table 9; a summary of regression steps in Table 10; 
stepwise regression model statistics in Table 11; and a regression 
coefficient summary in Table 12. 
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TABLE 9 
ACTUAL COEFFICIENTS (RATES) 
DAILY DATA 
Xl       x2       X3       X4       X5       X6 
Actual Values  .093     .073     .002     .007     .004     .035 
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Briefly, effects of intercorrelation were again apparent.  The 
constant term proved to be insignificant in both the "true" model and 
the model arrived at by stepwise regression.  Regression equations 
account for all but a small portion of the variation in the dependent 
variable.  Yet, only "x " exhibited significance in the "true" model. 
o 
Two predictors would not be entered in stepwise regression, based upon 
the critical values:  t 10/2d5) = 1«753» t ,-,,(16) = 1.746 and 
F ..-.(1,21) = 2.96. A 10% significance level was accepted in this 
application because of the low t-values encountered in the "true" model. 
Correlation coefficients again indicate that intercorrelation may be 
the cause. The only significant correlation with the dependent variable 
was exhibited by "x,"; the t-statistics for the coefficient of this 
predictor gives evidence to its influence.  Variable "x " shows a 
negative correlation with the dependent variable and a negative co- 
efficient is again encountered in the "true" model.  Conversely, in 
the stepwise regression model where a critical F-value is utilized; the 
coefficient of this predictor assumes a positive value, exhibiting con- 
siderable significance.  Furthermore, residual plots of the reduced 
stepwise model indicates problems in the relationship, the distribution 
of residuals being skewed negative.  Based upon these observations and 
the fact that the best estimate of the coefficients represent an error 
of greater th3n 100%, one may again surmise intercorrelation of the 
data to be active. 
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SECTION V - INTERCORRELATION 
Although some evidence as to presence of intercorrelation has 
been provided above, no conclusive or distinguishing effects of 
interaction have been given.  A method of analyzing intercorrelation 
which yields distinguishing effects is provided by stepwise regression 
analysis.  Generally, if Intercorrelation is significant between two 
predictors, it may be assumed that the effects of each predictor will 
be changed considerably by altering the entrance of the variables into 
a regression.  The resultant effects of each variable will revert 
back to that obtained when entrance into the regression is not altered, 
however, when both variables have been entered.  Thus, stepwise re- 
gression analysis was performed upon the monthly data six specific 
times.  Each time a different independent variable was forced into the 
regression first, all other variables being free to enter.  Consistent 
with what has been said, the resulting regressions with all the variables 
entered were the same.  The sequence of entrance for some of the vari- 
ables, however, was changed.  This occurrence indicates intercorrelation 
of the affected variables to be significant in that their influences 
have been altered.  Table 13 gives the sequence of variables to enter 
the regression when each variable in turn is forced.  The regression 
in which variable "x " is forced is the same as if all variables were 
free to enter, consistent with the initial stepwise regression performed. 
From Table 13, it is apparent that the sequence of variables 
entering the regression, other than those forced, changes from when all 
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Here free to enter.  The change occurs when variables "x " and "x^" 
are forced.  Thus, interaction between these and variable "x^",   the 
first to enter freely, is apparent.  Previous discussion of the cor- 
relation coefficient matrix supports these findings. 
Another means of analysis which provides distinguishing and more 
refined effects involves the consideration of interaction terms in 
the regression.  In this instance, interaction of "x.", "x ", and 
"x_" is expected.  Thus, if three additional variables consisting of 
"x.x ", "x x_" and "x..x " are determined and included in the regression, 
interaction of the variables will be evaluated.  The values of these 
terms for all observations were determined and the variables considered 
for entrance to the regression using- stepwise analysis.  "x.x " was the 
third variable to enter the regression having an F-value to remove of 
21.6417.  The first two variables to enter were "x " and "x," res- 
Z O 
pectively, all variables being free to enter.  Based upon a critical 
F-value to enter of 4.49 no other terms would enter the regression. 
Thus, one may conclude intercorrelation of the variables "x " and "x_" 
to be highly significant in providing erroneous coefficients.  Inter- 
action terms may similarly be employed with linear programming} how- 
ever, results are almost impossible to evaluate.  Both regression 
analysis and linear programming, however, could utilize interaction 
terms to provide predictors of the dependent variable.  In fact, it 
would seem that greater accuracy might be achieved in that interaction 
of the variables is accounted for.  This matter was not Investigated 
further; however, in that here an attempt is being made to measure the 
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ricei   of   each   operation.     With  the   uie   of    Interaction   tern*   t h*   aranlrvg 
of   th*  coefficients   as   rates   are   lost. 
To  this   point   In   the   analysis,   recognition  of   the   effect!   of 
Interaction   have   been   discussed.      The   following   section   pertain!   to 
■ore   specific   effects   on  resulting   regression  coefficient   values   and 
causes  of   these   effects. 
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TABLE  12 
SEQUENCE  OF  VARIABLES  TO  ENTER  REGRESSION 
WHEN DIFFERENT  VARIABLES  FORCED 
Variable Sequence   of  Entrance 
Forced       12 3 4 5 6 
xl xl x6 X2 x4 x3 X5 
x2 X2 x6 Xl X4 x3 X5 
X3 X3 x6 Xl X2 x4 x5 
x4 X4 x2 x6 Xl x3 X5 
X5 X5 x2 x6 Xl x4 X3 
X6 X6 X2 xl x4 x3 X5 
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CAUSES OF INTERCORRELATION AND INACCURATE PREDICTORS 
SECTION I - GENERAL 
In previous discussion, recognition of the effects of interaction 
or intercorrelation was considered.  The following analysis investi- 
gates causes of these effects. Use of standardized variables has been 
presented above and will be employed as a vehicle for investigation. 
SECTION II 
It has been shown that if the variables are standardized, the 
normal equations for regression analysis may be expressed by the zero- 
order correlation coefficients between the variables. Again, the first 
normal equation may be expressed as follows: 
r. = B. + B-r.„ + B.r,~ + B.r,. + Bcr.c + B,r,, ly   1   2 12   3 13   4 14   5 15   6 16 
Subscripts for the correlation coefficients represent the variables to 
which the correlations apply. The coefficients "B." obtained by 
solving the normal equations simultaneously, equivalently the regression 
coefficients, are often called "beta weights" in Social Statistics. 
Standardized variables are frequently utilized in Social Statistics in 
that a means of comparing one variable to another is provided when the 
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units of measure are different.   The "beta weights" or standardized 
regression coefficients, obtained may be transformed back into raw 
data equivalents by the relationship given earlier. 
If the terms of each normal equation are rearranged solving for 
the "beta weights", it is obvious that the "beta weight", and there- 
fore the raw regression coefficients, are highly dependent upon the 
intercorrelations of the independent variables.  Here intercorrelation 
is expressed by the correlation coefficients between independent vari- 
ables.  Using the first normal equation as an example: 
Bl " rly " Vl2 " B3rl3 " Vl4 * Vl5 " Vl6 
Thus, it is shown that the regression coefficient of a variable is 
determined not only by its correlation with the dependent variable, but 
also by its intercorrelation with other predictors in the model.  If 
regression analysis was being performed upon one variable, the "beta 
weight" would be the same as the correlation coefficient between the 
variables.  Similarly, because multiple linear regression analysis 
assumes intercorrelation to be non-existant, the "beta weights" should 
also be the same as the respective correlation coefficients between 
t 
the dependent and independent variables.  It has been discussed, how- 
ever, that this occurrence is unlikely when dealing with non-experi- 
mental data, as evidenced by the correlation matrix of the sample data. 
45 
Ahlgren and Walberg, op. cit., pp. 9, 10, 50 and 51. 
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Looking more   closely  at   what   the   correlation  coefficient*   re- 
present,   the  relationship   is  given  again  as   follows: 
rhJ= 
n 
it   I   "■'"■ 
1=1 
5  )   (x     x   ) V        i j   J 
Vj 
With the variables expressed In standardized form, the standard devia- 
tion and mean of each variable is one and zero respectively.  Thus, 
the covarlance using standardized variables is the same as the correla- 
tion coefficient and may be expressed: 
rhj =nTT   7   (zih> (zij) 
i=l 
It has noted that the standard error of a coefficient generally 
reflects its significance, and is the denominator for calculation of 
the t-statistic of a coefficient.  Generally, the greater the standard 
error, the less significant the coefficient and the lower the value of 
its t-statistic.  The standard error of the coefficient has been de- 
fined as: 
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In this relationship "e  " is the diagonal element of the inverse 
matrix of normal equations. The right-hand side of the matrix of nor- 
mal equations for the sample data in standardized form consist of the 
"beta weight" matrix times the matrix of correlation coefficients.  It 
should be remembered that in standardized form, the correlation co- 
efficients are the same as the covariance between respective variables. 
The diagonal elements in the matrix of correlation coefficients will 
all be one and the off-diagonals will be the correlation coefficients 
or covariance between independent variables.  Knowledge of matrix 
i 
algebra indicates that if certain off-diagonals are large or increase, 
so will respective diagonal elements of the inverse matrix. Thus, it 
is apparent how intercorrelation of data increases the standard error 
of coefficients resulting in insignificant t-statistics. 
Prom the relationships given, it is apparent that convariance is 
a major factor in determining the effects of a predictor on the de- 
pendent variable and similarly the effects of intercorrelation. To 
characterize the relationship between two variables, a non-dimensional 
quantity is required in that covariance is dependent upon the units of 
measure. Therefore, the covariance is divided by the product of the 
standard deviations of the two variables to provide a non-dimensional 
quantity - the correlation coefficient.  If the variables are standard- 
ized, a non-dimensional quantity is already provided; and, it possesses 
a mean of zero.  In such instance, the covariance is the same as the 
correlation coefficient and may be obtained by summing the product of 
the two standardized variables for all observations. 
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The standard deviation of each variable is important in the above 
relationships, but its influence is mainly to determine the weight of 
the predictors in accounting for changes.  To explain this observation, 
it is obvious that if the standard deviation of a variable increases, 
covariance being held constant, the correlation coefficient of that 
variable with all others will decrease.  Thus, intercorrelation of 
that variable with other independent variables will decrease, but so 
will the effect of that variable on the dependent variable.  Actually, 
however, if the standard deviation of a variable increases, numerical 
values in the summing operation for the covariance will be greater; 
unless the signs and values obtained in the summing operation cancel 
each other.  Therefore, the influence of the standard deviation or 
variance of each variable may be thought of an cancelling each other 
in determining individual effects, and is a characteristic of the 
variables themselves.  The correlation coefficient relationship using 
standardized variables clearly exhibit this fact, as do the normal 
equations. 
The important characteristics of the variables as they effect 
intercorrelation, and relationships with the dependent variable for 
that matter, are the statistical dependence of the two variables con- 
cerned and their distributions.  Statistical dependence will generally 
be reflected by the sign values obtained in the covariance multipli- 
cation operation.  If two variables are highly dependent, the sign 
values will usually be the same upon subtracting respective means and 
multiplying.  Thus, the summing operation for the covariance will 
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yield significant values resulting in greater correlation coefficients. 
The greater the correlation coefficients between independent variables, 
the less will be the effect of the predictor itself on determining its 
influence on the dependent variable} as exhibited by the normal equations. 
Again, regression analysis assumes the correlation between independent 
variables to be zero. 
The other important character of the independent variables as they 
affect intercorrelation is their distribution.  Assuming statistical 
dependence is not active, if the distribution of predictor values is 
not symmetrical and unimodal  (roughly normal)} the values are unlikely 
to cancel each other in the summing operation of the covariance.  The 
reason is because more of one signed values will be encountered for a 
particular variable upon subtracting its mean.  Furthermore, even if 
the signs obtained after multiplying in the covariance computation 
would cancel in summing, the values themselves would probably not, if 
one or both distributions are skewed.  Resulting would be the same 
effect exhibited by dependent variables above.  It should be apparent 
that the effects of the distribution of variables may not be as severe 
as their dependency in determining intercorrelation.  Obviously, some 
cancellation of signs and values may occur.  If variables are strictly 
dependent or redundant, however, they will not.  The desired relation- 
ship of independent variables to minimize the effects of intercorrela- 
tion may be compared with the relationship of the dependent variable 
i 
to the residuals. 
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From what has been discussed, 1c may now be apparent how 
extreme observations affect intercorrelation of variables and sub- 
sequently, bias estimates of model parameters.  Generally, outlying 
observations affect the mean resulting in a skewed distribution of 
values.  In instances where many zero observations are encountered, as 
with variable "x " of the sample data; the distribution of values above 
and below the mean will obviously be skewed, with an excess of values 
below the mean. 
Applying what has been discussed above, the standardized variables 
of the sample data are given in Table 14.  The distribution of variable 
"x," is obviously skewed with 13 of the 16 values being negative or less 
than the mean.  Regarding variables !'x1" and "x_" which were said to 
determine "x "; 14 and 15 of the signs of variable "x." and "x " res- 
pectively are the same as variable "x_".  The significance of these 
occurrences as they affect the correlation coefficients are difficult 
to distinguish because the data is so highly intercorrelated.  It is 
obvious, however, that the largest correlation coefficients between 
independent variables are obtained by variables "x." and "x_" with "x.". 
Also, the largest correlation coefficient with variable "x ", the 
o 
least intercorrelated, was obtained with variable "x *' (See Table 2). 
Next to variables "Xj", "x2" and "x " this variable demonstrated the 
greatest intercorrelation with the other independent variables.  Logi- 
cally, the instance of the dependent predictor variables resulting from 
the work situation will only affect the correlation coefficient of the 
variables concerned.  Intercorrelations resulting from the distribution 
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of a variable may affect all variables.  It has been noted, however, 
that statistical dependence may occur as a result of the data itself 
without regard to the work situation.  Similarly, effects caused by the 
skewed distribution of a variable may compound the matter.  These 
occurrences may be observed between variables "x." and "x ", and 
variables "x " and "x," which have the next highest correlation co- 
efficients between independent variables, after the dependent work 
situation. The number of like signs of the standardized variables in 
each instance are 13 and 11 respectively. 
To understand how the intercorrelation of data affects the esti- 
mate of the model parameters, the rearranged normal equation for variable 
"x " is given, where the variables have been standardized: 
B3 = r3y " Vl3 _ B2r23 " B4r43 " B5r53 " B6r63 
Substituting the correlation coefficients in this equation yield: 
B, = .8814 - .8169 B, - 9335 B_ - .7837 B. - .5737 Bc + .0625 Bc 3 12        4        5        6 
This variable has the highest intercorrelation with the other variables, 
which operate to reduce the effect of its correlation with the dependent 
variable, and subsequently its coefficient.  It will be remembered that 
the coefficient for this variable was found to be negative in regression 
analysis. Although the "B." have not been determined above, and are 
found by solving the normal equations simultaneously; it is apparent 
how a negative coefficient may be obtained with any significant values 
75 
attached to the "B ".  Significant values for the coefficients "B '• and 
"B •• may have been anticipated based upon the correlation of these 
variables with the dependent variable and relatively small variance. 
The effect of variable "x," is to increase the coefficient value; how- 
ever, its contribution is insignificant because of the predictor's 
small correlation coefficient with "x ". 
From what has been said, it may be apparent how a substantial co- 
efficient value was obtained for variable "x,".  The rearranged stand- 
ardized normal equation for this predictor, with correlation coefficients 
substituted, is given as follows: 
B, = .3639 + .0178 B. - .0069 B- + .0625 B, + .1879 B. + .1726 Bc 6 12        3        4        5 
Here, the effects of intercorrelation are insignificant.  If they do 
operatej however, they tend to increase the coefficient value, the 
correlation coefficients generally being negative. 
It may now be apparent from the relationships given how Crocker's 
description of Class I and Class II type situations act to improve the 
fit of a model.  Generally, it is the result of variables entering into 
corrective relationships with each others  One may visualize this 
occurrence with the normal equations given land subsequent simultaneous 
solution of the equations. 
Interactions like those given above may be thought of to occur in 
linear programming. This fact has been demonstrated by Crocker; and 
may be evident upon cursory analysis of variables "x", "x " and "x ", 
which generally increase and decrease together.  Considering that the 
dependent variable is relatively stable; the weaker predictor "x ", with 
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greater variability and larger work counts, would have to take on a 
very small or even negative coefficient to allow "x." and ™x_" to 
account for changes in "y".  To express the matter simply, the effect 
of "x_" must be reduced because of its greater variability and larger 
work counts; covariance of the three variables being significantly 
high and the dependent variable relatively stable. 
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TECHNIQUES TO REDUCE THE EFFECTS OF INTERCORRELATION 
SECTION I - SELECTIVE SAMPLING 
In applying what has been learned of the causes of intercor- 
relatlon, it seems that an obvious means of reducing its effects 
would be to selectively choose sample data for consideration in re- 
gression analysis.  That is, select data so that roughly normal dis- 
tribution for the observations of each independent variable is achieved. 
In some instances this may simply involve removing outlying observa- 
tions.  Statistical dependence of the variables must be avoided, none- 
theless, or any beneficial influence of the resulting distributions 
will be nullified.  Seemingly, methods of sampling to obtain repre- 
sentative satisfactory data in the multivariable case would involve a 
study in itself, and will not be perscribed.  Brief investigation of 
the results of such actions will be attempted, nonetheless, to provide 
insight to the ramifications of this technique. 
The effect of many zero values on the distribution of observations 
for a variable has been discussed above.  On first thought, one might 
consider that a more favorable interaction of the variable "x." in 4 
the monthly data, and a subsequent reduction of intercorrelation, would 
be achieved by considering observations containing work performed under 
this operation separately.  That is, perform regression analysis or 
linear programming upon the eight observations containing non-zero 
78 
values for "x " and upon the eight observations with zero values for 
"x," separately.  Only five predictors would be involved in the latter 
case, with no effect of not considering "x," incurred upon the other 
variables.  Obviously with the given data, the existing small sample 
size would be reduced even further.  The shortcomings of a small sample 
size, therefore, would be magnified. 
Investigation of the eight observations with "x," revealed a 
skewed distribution of this variable to persist; mainly because of the 
two "extreme" values, 21,895 and 12,450 included.  A mean value for 
"x," of 5898 was realized and six of the eight observations of this 
variable fell below the mean.  Thus, removing the eight observations 
containing zero values resulted in an increase of several of the cor- 
relation coefficients between independent variables.  Covariance of the 
variables increased as a result of the sampling, and removing observa- 
i 
tions in this instance provided no beneficial effect on decreasing 
intercorrelation.  Similar results were obtained analyzing the eight 
observations containing zero values for the variable "x,". The zero- 
order correlation coefficient matrix for each of the eight observa- 
tion data sets are given in Tables 15 and 16 respectively. The Tables 
give evidence to these findings. 
Stepwise regression analysis was performed on both data sets 
without a constant term, nonetheless, to corroborate conclusions drawn 
from the correlation coefficient matrix.  Using the critical value 
F . (1,8) = 3.46, only variables "x." and "x " would enter the regression 
where the observations of variable "x," are zero.  With the data set 4 
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containing observations of variable "x^", variables "x^",   "x2", and 
"x " would be entered.  Resulting models would each have high multiple 
o 
correlation coefficients squared (.9961 and .9996 respectively), and 
high F-values (765 and 4228 respectively); however, several true 
predictors have not been entered.  Thus, the same effects of inter- 
correlation using all sixteen observations are apparent, as surmized 
from the correlation coefficient matrix. 
To test the two samples of data in the "true" model, stepwise 
regression analysis was performed allowing all variables to enter the 
regression - no critical partial F-value was employed.  A summary of 
results are given in Table 17.  For obvious reasons, there is no esti- 
mate of the "x." coefficient in the data set with zero observations of 4 
that variable.  Also, however, variable "x," would not enter the 
regression with this data set even though all variables were free to 
enter, in that its partial F-value was very low (.0058).  Table 17 also 
provides results from performing linear programming upon the two data 
sets without a constant term.  Results are given in the same manner 
as Table 6 for the purpose of making comparisons. 
Generally, the same influences of intercorrelation are apparent, 
results comparing similarly with instances in which all observations 
are considered.  Although the smallest standard error of the estimate 
and average absolute error of the coefficients are obtained to this 
point in the analysis using regression analysis with the non-zero "x," 
value data set; the weights of predictors "x '* and "x " are reversed, 
and therefore, erroneous.  The fact also remains that "x," and "x" 
4       5 
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along with "x " have yielded insignificant t-statistics.  It is inter- 
esting to note from Table 17; however, that using regression analysis 
on the data set containing zero values for variable "x,", estimates 
of "x" and "x " were the same as the actual values.  Inspection of 
5       o 
the correlation coefficient matrix for this data set reveals correla- 
tion of these variables with other independent variables to be almost 
non-existant.  This observation gives evidence to the beneficial 
results of reducing intercorrelation by such a technique.  Although 
the t-statistic for "x," is insignificant, the lack of meaning attached 
to it and the standard error of the coefficient in the presence of 
intercorrelation is obvious.  As indicated previously, the standard 
error of a coefficient is dependent upon interaction of all variables 
considered.  Also, both the t-statistic and the F-value assume a normal 
46 distribution of variables about the others.    In several instances 
above the distributions of variables are not even near normal, and 
interpretations based upon these statistics may not be considered valid. 
Although demonstrated proof has not been given that selective 
sampling of the data may be employed to reduce intercorrelation, evi- 
dence to its utility has been exhibited and is worthy of further study. 
Other related applications might involve selection of the busiest 
observation to minimize non-productive time, which generally result 
in faulty or insensitive relationships.  It is to be noted that a large 
number of observations should be available to utilize such techni- 
46 
Blalock, op. cit.. p. 430. 
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ques, so that an adequate sample size may be selected.  Thi» will insure 
sufficient information and representation is contained in a selected 
sample, and the influence of extraneous observations will be minimized. 
In this application an adequate sample size was not available and 
results may have been affected. 
SECTION II -_ STAGEVJISE REGRESSION 
What has been discussed to this point regarding techniques to 
deal with intercorrelation of data has concerned intercorrelations 
resulting from distribution of the variables.  The following concerns 
applications in which one or more independent variables are dependent. 
This occurrence has been noted with variable "x " which is dependent 
upon both "x " and "x ". 
A technique for dealing with situations in which variables are 
47 highly correlated or dependent is given by Draper and Smith  as "stage- 
wise regression".  This technique first involves regression of the 
dependent variable on one or more independent variables.  The resi- 
duals are then considered responses and regressed against another in- 
dependent variable.  In applying the technique to this work situa- 
tion, the latter variable would be the problem variable "x"; which is 
known to be dependent and has exhibited a negative coefficient when 
considered in a regression with all variables.  It should be pointed 
out that this technique does not yield least squares estimates. 
47 
Draper and Smith, op. cit., pp. 173-177. 
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The stagewise regression procedure was applied to the data with 
the dependent variable regressed against all the other variables 
except "x ".  A multiple correlation coefficient squared of .9994 and 
F-value of 3789. were obtained for the regression.  Although a rel- 
atively low t-stastic of 1.79 was encountered for the variable "x,"} 
with five predictors and no constant term, the critical t-value is 
C10/2 ^11^ = 1,?96 at a 10^ significance level.  Thus, this variable 
may be considered significant.  The t-statistics for the other variables 
were all greater than the critical t-value at the 10% significance level. 
Regression of the residuals on "x " exhibited a poor relationship. 
A multiple correlation coefficient squared of .0002 was encountered, 
along with an F-value for the regression of .0033.  The coefficient ob- 
tained for "x " was - .0000997, again a negative coefficient with a 
i very insignificant value.  Dropping this variable from consideration 
would provide the results obtained by the first regression which are 
given in Table 18.  It is obvious that this model provides one of the 
best estimates of the coefficients obtained thus far, based upon the 
average absolute error of the coefficients.  The model would have been 
obtained in the exploratory analysis using stepwise regression if a 
10% significance level was employed - variable "x " would have been 
entered (See Table 5). 
Previous discussion has revealed the variable "x " to be a problem 
variable.  From results of the "stagewise regression" technique, simi- 
lar conclusions may be drawn.  Subsequently, a more detailed analysis 
of this variable was made by investigating the actual hours reported 
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for each work element on a daily basis.  This information for the 
month of April is given in Table 19.  Inspection of the Table gives 
an obvious clue as to the reason why the variable has presented a 
problem.  It is known that the unit time for this particular operation 
was very small.  Table 19 and the daily rates given in the Appendix 
verify, this fact.  In addition, however, all the actual hours reported 
are given as .5 hours except for one day which was .25 hours.  This 
would lead one to believe that the particular work element actually 
took almost no time at all based upon the work counts.  Apparently, 
some minimum time was being reported.  Proving to be the actual case, 
this fact was verified by the Section Supervisor.  The minimum time 
allowed to be reported ,was .5 hours, and all times were to be given to 
the nearest .5 hours.  .25 hours was encountered in this instance to 
make an adjustment for the work element time reported on 19 April for 
operation "21AD". Thus, for this particular operation, the number of 
work units had almost no relationship to the reported time for the 
operation.  For all practical purposes, this variable could be removed 
from consideration, in that it took essentially no time to perform. 
From these observations it is clear why the variable has presented a 
problem.  Thelwell has made a statement that insignificant negative 
coefficients are normally not significantly different from zero and 
can be dropped in such applications of regression analysis. This 
statement has proven to be true in the study. 
Subsequent analysis will consider this variable in that it will 
V 
be assumed that information presented here is not known.  If a nega- 
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TABLE 19 
ACTUAL HOURS - DAILY DATA 
MONTH OF APRIL 
^£ilMe 2 2 X3      X4   X5 \ 
°Peration llAC 21AD 24DC    3113 3315   3316 Total 
i Apr11 3 12*5 «5 40 Sfi 2 April 3 12.5 .5 « !* 
5April 8 % A, 
6APril 3 12.5 .5 4      5 64" 
7 April 3 12.5 .5 46 67 
8 April                             ft / t? 62 
9
 
April
 
3
 ".5 -5 4      ^ • " 12 April 2 13.5 .5 S % 
13 April 3 12.5 .5 4      41 J? 
14 April 3 12.5 .5 3      £ 59 
15 April 4 11.5 .5 ™ J! 
16 April 3 12.5 .5 32 J? 
19 April 2 13.75 .25 24 JJ 
20 April 3 12.5 .5 tt S 
21 April 3 12.5 .5 £ JJ 
22 April 4 H.5 .5 £ " 
23 April 3 12.5 .5 f! Z? 
26 April 5 18.5 .5 !f JJ 
2IApril 6 17-5 5 5      59 S 28 April 6 17.5 .5 2 !5 29 April 48 72 
30 April 4 11.5 5 ?      !2 88 ix
*
J ,:
» 4 58 78 
Total 66 252.75     9.25     6 40 1087 1461 
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tive coefficient or correlation is obtained for the variable, however, 
it will be removed from further consideration. 
I, 
The "stagewise regression" procedure could not be thoroughly 
evaluated in this instance, because of the problem variable "x_" on 
which it was utilized.  The technique appears to have merit; however, 
in that it did point out the problem variable, like the other appli- 
cations, by yielding a negative coefficient. Furthermore, the theory 
behind its use appears, valid and is related to partial correlation 
coefficient determination. 
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OTHER TECHNIQUES TO DEAL WITH INTERCORRELATION 
SECTION I. - GENERAL 
Applications presented thus far to deal with intercorrelation 
have involved selective sampling or manipulation of the data.  These 
techniques were developed by investigating the basic causes of inter- 
correlation - dependency of independent variables and their distribu- 
tion.  Techniques will be discussed in the following sections involving 
use of all the data in one form or another. Although many such tech- 
niques assumming a linear association were applied to the data, only 
one provided more precise estimates of the coefficients in the model 
than encountered above.  This technique was developed from a basic 
understanding of the literature and material discussed previously, 
coupled with intuitive feeling and much trial and error.  It will be 
presented in Section IV.  Other techniques applied or considered will 
first be discussed briefly. 
SECTION II - QUADRATIC PROGRAMMING 
Quadratic programming is generally the same as linear programming, 
except the objective function may contain quadratic terms.  Con- 
straints equations must be linear.  It has been noted that this tech- 
nique may be used to minimize the sum of the square of the errors, and 
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should give results similar to regression analysis. All coefficients 
are forced to be greater than or equal to zero, however, and results 
may differ if negative coefficients are encountered in the regression. 
4-8 
Other formulations were tried similar to that given by Markowitz 
which minimize covariance.  They did not prove to be successful. 
Application of this technique to work measurements, nonetheless, has 
not been thoroughly investigated and further research on its adoption 
to indirect work measurements is reconmended. 
SECTION III - PARTIAL CORRELATIONS 
Partial correlations provide a single measure of association 
between two variables adjusting for the affects of one or more addi- 
tional variables.  Associations are assumed to be linear.  A detailed 
discussion of how the partial correlations are related to the "beta 
weights" and regression will not be attempted.  Extensive discussion 
on the subject may be found in Social Statistics literature concerning 
49 50 
"causal relationships" and "path analysis".      Based upon what has 
been learned from standardized variables and the relationship of the 
zero order correlation coefficients to regression analysis, nonetheless, 
it is logical to assume that the partial correlations provide an esti- 
4aMcMillan, o£. cit., p.299-302. 
49 Blalock,   0£.   cit.,   p.   433-453. 
50 Norman  H.   Nie,   C,   Hadlai   Hull,   et  al,   Statistical  Package   for  the 
Social   Sciences,   2nd Ed.   (New York:     McGraw-Hill,   Inc.,   1975)   pp.   292- 
383. 
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mate of the coefficients for the standardized variables in the model 
equation.  Like the "beta weights", they are related to the coefficients, 
which measure the association of the dependent and independent raw 
variables, by the relationship: 
' (     s  "> 
b = r. .     (5th Order) _7_J_ J  nj.m ... £—-   j 
Xj 
It is noted that the fifth order partial correlations are required in 
this application - the five variables other than the one in question 
are controlled. These partials were obtained and converted to the raw 
coefficient estimates of the model by the relationship given.  Better 
estimates of the coefficients than obtained previously, however, did 
not result in this instance. 
The relationship of the partial coefficients to "causal models" 
or "path analysis" has been referenced above. A discussion of the 
technique is beyond the scope of this paper* however, various opera- 
tions in its use have been employed in research conducted. Based upon 
readings and intuitive opinion, "causal models" or "path analysis" 
appears to have the greatest potential to deal with the problem of inter- 
correlated data.  Further research on its use is highly recommended. 
SECTION IV - STANDARDIZED VARIABLES 
The technique employed which exhibited favorable results, involved 
a combination of the linear programming and multiple linear regression 
techniques. Generally, the standardized normal equations were used as 
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constraint equations in a linear programming format with positive and 
negative slack variables included.  The objective function was to mini- 
mize the sum of the positive and negative slacks. Additionally, an 
equality constraint equivalent to the formula for the coefficient of 
determination was included . This formula is equivalent to the sura 
of each variable being solved for times its zero-order correlation 
coefficient with the dependent variable, set equal to the multiple 
correlation coefficient squared (for the multiple regression if it 
were performed).  The resulting values would be the standardized co- 
efficients in the model. These could be transformed into the model 
i- 
coefficients by the relationship: 
bj = Bj    (_JL_) 
The linear programming format for this problem is given as follows: 
Minimize: 
x7 + x8 + xg + x1Q + xn + x12 + x13 + x14 + x15 + x16 + xn + x18 
Subject To: 
Bx + .8334B2 + .8169B3 + .3892B4 + .5607B5 - .017B6 + x? - x 3 = .8568 
.8334B + B, + .9335B, + .5964B. + .5308BC + .0069B£ + x„ - x,. = .8814 
^        J        4        5        6   8   14 
Joe L. Spaeth, "Path Analysis", Introductory Multivariate Analysis. Ed. 
Daniel J. Amick and Herbert J. Walberg (California: McCutchan Pub- 
lishing Corp., 1975) p. 62. > 
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.8169B + .9935B2 + B + .7837B4 + .5737B5 - .0625B6 + xg -  xJ5 = .8415 
.3892B. + .5964B_ + .7837B3 + B4 + .5046B5 - .1879B6 + x10 ~ xi6 = •5054 
.5607B. + .5308Bo + .5737B. + .5046B. + B, - .1726B, + x-. - x... = .5348 1        2        3        4   5        6   11    17 
-.0178B. + .0069B_ - .0625B. - .1879B. - .1726B,. + B, + x,_ - x1Q = .3639 1        2        3        4        5   6   12   18 
.8568B, + .8814B_ + .8415B, + .5054B. + .5348BC + .3639B, = .9845 12        3        4        5       6 
The standardized coefficients obtained for the model using this formu- 
lation are given as follows: 
Bx = .4497 
B2 = .3731 
B3 = 0.0 
B4 = .1441 
B5 = .0842 
B6 = .4191 
Transforming these to the model coefficients by the relationship given 
yields the following: 
bj = .153 
b2 = .106 
b3 = 0.0 
b. = .007 4 
b5 = .003 
b6 = .029 
95 
This application yielded an average absolute error of the co- 
efficients of .0055, an amount smaller than any encountered In previous 
discussion.  Using these coefficients, 67.75 was obtained as the standard 
error of the estimate.  Evidence to a greater precision in estimating 
the predictors is given by the results, however, it is noted that the 
technique may only be applied to data in which a negative coefficient 
is meaningless.  As in the other linear programming applications, a 
negative value for a coefficient would be forced to zero. 
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SUWARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
From the research conducted, it is apparent that imprecise co- 
efficients and faulty predictors are likely to result when multiple 
linear regression analysis or linear programming are applied to measure 
indirect work. A major cause of these faulty predictors is the pre- 
sence of intercorrelated data which has been shown to result from the 
distribution of the variables and/or their dependency.  Vet, the 
effects of intercorrelation are recognizeable.  Its influence may be 
surmised by conventional techniques, such as stepwise regression and 
the use of interaction terms, or the application of standardized vari- 
ables.  Realizing that the distribution of the variables is one cause 
of intercorrelation, selective sampling of the data has been considered 
as a means of dealing with it* Stagewise regression has been pre- 
sented as a means of handling the other cause, dependency of the 
variables.  No conclusive pattern emerged, however, as to the merits 
of both these methods.  Other techniques to deal with intercorrelation, 
including quadratic programming and the use of partial correlation 
coefficients, were investigated; but they did not prove to be appro- 
priate.  From investigation of the literature, it appears that Social 
Statistic Methods of "causal models" or "path analysis" may possess 
the greatest potential to handle the problem of intercorrelation. 
Through research conducted, a technique which combines the operations 
of regression analysis and linear programming, was found to provide 
better estimates of the coefficients than either of the two methods 
employed separately on the data given. 
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
Suggestions for further study have been given in appropriate 
sections above, and are summarized as follows: 
a - Use of selective sampling of the data 
to deal with intercorrelation. 
b - Use of stagewise regression to handle 
dependent variables. 
c - The application of quadratic programming 
to indirect work measurements. 
d - The application of non-linear regression 
analysis to indirect work measurements. 
e - The application of "causal models" or 
"path analysis" to deal with inter- 
correlation in indirect work measure- 
ments. 
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APPENDIX 
A-l 
THE DATA AND WORK SYSTEM 
SECTION I - INTRODUCTION 
Data utilized in the study are from the files of Tobyhanna Army 
Depot, Tobyhanna, Pennsylvania.  The Depot is responsible for U.S. 
Army material functions including: research and development, test 
and evaluation, procurement and production, storage and distribution, 
inventory management, maintenance and disposal. A major portion of 
the Depot's efforts are directed toward storage, distribution, and 
maintenance of signal equipment. 
SECTION II - THE WORK SYSTEM 
A - Introduction 
The data obtained are from the Light Packaging Section, a 
sub-unit of the Material Processing Branch in the organization 
structure.  It is the responsibility of the Section to pack- 
age light parcels for mailing and/or individual items for 
mailing or storage.  The work center performs six basic op- 
erations; three pertaining to packaging items for parcel post 
shipment, two pertaining to packaging items for storage, and 
one applicable to packaging items for storage and parcel post 
A-2 
shipment.  Standard methods and engineered time standards 
have been determined for each of the operations, which are 
briefly given as follows: 
Operation 21AC - package fiberboard cartons for 
parcel post shipment.  This operation involves 
placing items in cardboard containers, providing 
cushion material, sealing and labeling.  Inter- 
mediate packaging may be required. 
Operation 21AD - package by "shrink film" system 
for parcel post shipment.  This operation involves 
placing items in a cushion material, processing 
through a "shrink film" machine (provides a plastic- 
type covering) and labeling.  Intermediate pack- 
aging may be required.  An individual item shipped 
may not require cushion material in that indivi- 
dual items are received packaged.  In such instances 
the item is processed directly through the "shrink 
film" machine. 
Operation 24DC - outload parcel postage packages 
for shipment*  This operation involves moving the 
packages to a loading station by means of a rolling 
hamper. 
Operation 3113 - process stock number changes on 
packages for storage or shipment.  This operation 
A-3 
is an accounting procedure which is required due 
to numerical changes of Federal Stock Numbers (n 
erical code for icem).  Verification and remarking 
of packages and documents is involved. 
Operation 3315 - package items by "rapid pack" sys- 
tem for storage.  This operation involves placing 
items in a waterproof-type material and processing 
it through the "rapid pack" machine.  Labeling and 
sealing is accomplished by the machine.  Operators 
perform counts of individual items, and insert 
items and package material into the machine. 
Operation 3316 - package items for storage by 
Methods I, II, and III.  This operation involves 
packaging items by one of three standard methods, 
depending upon the classification and physical 
characteristics of the item.  The methods may in- 
volve use of cardboard boxes, paperbags, cloth 
pouches or "shrink film".  Sealing and labeling 
is also required.  Intermediate packaging, indi- 
cated above, is employed to consolidate many small 
items in a package for parcel post shipment.  All 
of the operations given include verification of 
item stock numbers with appropriate documents, 
inspection of labeling and sealing, and recording 
of specified information. 
A-4 
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The Section is organized into two elements} one responsible 
for packaging parcel post shipments, the other responsible for 
packaging items for storage.  Approximately ten laborers are 
employed in the SectionJ however, the exact number utilized 
daily varies with the workload.  Individuals may be borrowed 
from or loaned to other sections in accordance with the work- 
load.  Parcel post shipment is, generally, of higher priority 
than packaging for storage.  All materials for requisitions 
received by the parcel post packaging element are processed 
the same day for shipment. A small backlog of material to be 
processed for storage is tolerated. 
B - The Parcel Post Packaging Element 
Materials are processed through the parcel post element 
based upon requisitions (orders) received from the U.S. Army and 
authorized Department of Defense agencies.  Orders are trans- 
mitted to the Depot from an external organization responsible 
for commodity management via a computerized Department of 
Defense (DOD) form 1348-1A.  The requisitions are received by 
the Material Processing Branch.  Requisitions ready to be 
processed by the Depot in any one day are consolidated by 
requisitioner.  If the physical characteristics, quantity and 
speed of delivery for the item(s) ordered are such that the 
requisition(s) can be accomodated by parcel post shipment? 
the material is obtained and forwarded to the parcel post 
A-5 
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packaging element.  An Army Material Command (AMC) form 1381-1 
accompanies material received from maintenance and repair acti- 
vities. These are basically stock accountability documents and 
are also used to trace the location of items. Any single 
requisition or consolidation of requisitions to be processed 
are summarized by a Planning Worksheet and forwarded to the 
parcel post element with the requisition(s) attached.  The 
materials* accompanying documents, and Planning Worksheet with 
attached requisitions are matched, and moved to packers via a 
conveyor system.  Planning Worksheets are computer printouts 
containing a summary of requisitions, items included in the 
package, their stock numbers, quantities, size and weight in- 
formation, and other necessary management information.  Each 
Worksheet, thus, represents the packaging of one or several 
requisitions, any of which may include one or several items 
being shipped to one requisitioner, and contained in one pack- 
age. Address labels utilized for packages are a part of the 
DOD form 1348-1A.  They are placed in transparent envelopes 
which are sealed and adherred to the package. 
As noted above, all packaging for parcel post shipment is 
accomplished by use of cardboard containers or "shrink film". 
All material received by the element are usually individually 
packaged, therefore, the operation generally involves con- 
solidating items into one package.  An individual requisition 
containing a single item, however, may be processed. Materials 
A-6 
included in any Planning Worksheet received by the parcel post 
element are such that the size and weight limitations speci- 
fied by the Post Office for parcel post shipment are not vio- 
lated.  Shipments in excess are handled by other sections - 
Medium or Heavy Packaging Sections - in The Material Pro- 
cessing Branch. 
Upon completion of work by packers, entries are made on 
the Planning Worksheet identifying the packer and the Worksheet 
is returned to the Material Processing Branch along with copies 
of the requisitions and accounting documents indicated above. 
The Material Processing Branch, with the documents in evidence, 
closes out suspense transactions for completion of the requi- 
sition and initiates adjustment of inventory.  Packers also 
maintain a log of packages packed referencing the document 
number on the Planning Worksheet.  The log used is a local form 
AMXTO form 3488.  These are turned in at the end of the day to 
the Section supervisor for production reporting. 
Packages are moved to a loading platform by Post Office 
hampers. The, packages are picked up three times daily and a 
piece count taken by the Post Office driver. 
C - The Storage Packaging Element 
Material is received by the storage packaging element from 
maintenance and repair, procurement, turn-in, and other Depot 
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activities.  An AMC form 1381-1 accompanies all material.  Ad- 
ditionally, items from maintenance and repair are forwarded with 
an AMC form 1549.  In few instances material is received from 
the parcel post element for which individual packaging has not 
been accomplished.  These items are obtained with the Planning 
Worksheet and other documents specified, individually pack- 
aged and returned.  As noted above, the 1381-1*s and 1549*s 
are stock accountability and location identifier documents. 
Small items requiring light packaging are identified and sent 
to the storage packaging element based upon stock numbers and 
various document coding.  Larger items would be forwarded to 
the Medium and Heavy Packaging Sections.  Materials are pack- 
et 
aged essentially for warehouse stock. 
The supply system makes two general classifications of 
material - expendable items and non-expendable items.  All non- 
expendable items are packaged individually by "unit of issue". 
Expendable items are packaged in units of 50 each or 25 pounds, 
whichever is maximum.  Thus, each non-expendable item or Fed- 
eral Stock Number, constitutes one package.  If the "unit of 
issue" for the item is two, the Federal Stock Number represents 
l 
two units of that particular item and two units will be packed 
in one package.  Expendable items are packaged for physical pro- 
tection only.  Each package constitutes a quantity of 50 each 
or 25 pounds of a particular item with the same Federal Stock 
Number.  Unit weights for individual items are known; thus, a 
A-8 
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count of the number of items in a package determined by weight 
can be found. 
Upon receipt of material by the element, it is picked up 
as in process inventory and a temporary location given.  This 
involves forwarding a Department of the Army (DA) form 3785-1, 
Location Request, to an in-process inventory control organiza- 
tion external to the Branch.  The AMC-form 1381-1 is given as 
a supporting document.  The item received is referenced by Fed- 
eral Stock Number in a microfilmed text.  The text gives stan- 
dard methods of packaging for each item, its material classifi- 
cation and other pertinent management information.  Labels or 
stencils are made for the packages and the materials are moved 
to packers via conveyors with packaging information and docu- 
ments. Upon completion of packaging, labeling and inspection, 
the packer annotates a log referencing the document and giving 
the number of packages and pieces packaged.  The completed 
packages are then placed in hampers or pallets which are inter- 
mittently moved to a holding area.  Here the materials are 
removed from in-process-inventory at the storage packaging 
element location, and moved to the Depot's warehouse operation 
with documents. Again, the location of the material is picked 
up in a similar manner as indicated above and a piece count 
made. The log annotated by the packers is a local form - 
AMXTO form 3487. These are turned in to the Section Super- 
visor at the end of the day for production reporting.  It is 
A-9 
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to be noted that materials of. any particular kind are normally 
handled in large quantities. Thus, looking-up items on micjro- 
film, printing labels, or cutting stencils are performed with 
minimum frequency. 
All packaging is performed in this element under Operations 
3315 and 3316.  Packaging for storage is specified under three 
general methods which are given as follows: 
Method I  - provide preservative coating; 
Method II - provide waterproof - vaporproof 
barrier; 
Method III - package for mechanical and physical 
protection only. 
These methods are further subdivided and may include use of: 
the "rapid pack" machine, cloth pouches, trays and "shrink film", 
waterproof pouches, cardboard boxes, paper envelopes, paper 
bags or simply tags - as a few examples. 
The processing of Federal Stock Number changes is per- 
formed by the storage packaging element.  Items received by 
the parcel post element requiring stock number changes are 
routed to this element, much like items received requiring in- 
dividual packaging.  The occurrance is infrequent.  All other 
materials received by the element are from warehouse stock. 
Any material involved in a change has been packaged previously. 
A-10 
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All that is required is verification of the old stock number, 
lining out the old, and transcribing the new stock number to 
both the documents and the package.  One package, containing 
one Federal Stock Number item is entailed for each work unit. 
Accounting, handling and paperwork procedures are the same as 
indicated above. The Depot warehouse organization initiates 
i 
Federal Stock Number change action. 
 SECTION III - THE INFORMATION SYSTEM 
A - General 
The assigning of tasks and recording of time individuals 
are assigned specific tasks is the responsibility of the Sectin 
t 
Supervisor.  There are three basic categories of time reported. 
They are given as follows: 
Category I  - time covered by standards - 
includes all the actual labor 
effort in the Section} 
Category II - supervision time} 
Category III - time allowed - includes non- 
productive time for which 
individuals are paid.  Examples 
include administrative time-off, 
Depot classes, blood drives, etc. 
A-ll 
Vacation and sick-leave are recorded separately through pay- 
roll accounting.  All individuals in the Section are required 
to punch a clock.  Time and production are reported on a Labor 
and Production Card - AMCTAB form 5050 - which is coded for 
subsequent computer input.  Category I time includes time bor- 
rowed (workers borrowed) from another section.  Separate entries 
are made for borrowed time.  All the labor effort, Category I, 
time is reported by operation code with work counts; thus, 
comparison with standards can be made.  In the Light Packaging 
Section the operation codes are the six operations given above. 
Loaned time (workers loaned) is recorded; however, it is the 
responsibility of the loaning element to apply the time to 
their production as given for time borrowed.  Supervision time 
is reported by various costing or funding codes as is labor 
i 
production; however, attention will not be given to this break- 
down* 
Labor and Produqtion cards are submitted daily and a com- 
puter summary is received monthly by operation code along with 
supervision and allowed time.  Efficiency computations are also 
given.  Daily information is not provided} however, it can be 
traced to daily transactions by cost code. 
B -  Control Mechanisms 
The flow of information and material in this small system 
along with various procedures has been given to establish the 
A-12 
accuracy of time and the work counts used in the analysis.  Gen- 
erally, it was determined that the work counts are reasonably 
accurate because of the obvious controls which are inherent in 
the system.  The number of packages reported packaged and out- 
loaded by the parcel post element must agree with the piece 
counts taken by the Post office and the number of Planning Work- 
sheets processed.  Furthermore, the material can be traced by 
the AMC form 1381-1 and transactions held in suspense by the 
Material Processing Branch.  In a similar manner, work counts 
reported by the storage packaging element must agree with those 
received by the warehouse organization. Also, the non-expen- 
dable. Federal Stock Number items received must agree with the 
number packaged. A check can be made for expendable items by 
appropriate conversion-weight or quantity.  The number of Fed- 
eral Stock Number changes performed involves the same checks 
and balances. Material can be traced by the AMC form 1381-1 
I 
and location request changes.  It is to be noted that the con- 
trols given are outside the Material Processing Branch, and a 
clear audit trail is evident. 
In most indirect work situations, the accuracy of the time 
reported is essentially a function of the supervisor's efforts 
and ability to carry out his responsibilities.  The relation- 
ship is involved in this particular instance, however, to a 
much lesser degree.  The supervisor must account for the time 
of the laborers by a specified work unit for which standards 
A-13 
have been established.  The time must agree with payroll 
accounts and can be checked against the production of packers 
to determine if it is reasonable.  Individual packer logs may 
be inspected to determine individual productivity and relative 
time spent on specific operations.  The work counts, in turn, 
may be audited as indicated above.  Furthermore, the computer 
printouts allow all those above in the organization structure 
to inspect the supervisor's operation.  Thus, he is much less 
likely to make indiscriminate entries and provide false time 
entries. For reasons given, the reported production times used 
in this analysis were assumed to be reasonably accurate. 
Description of the flow of information and control mech- 
anisms in this work system have been simplified for the sake 
of clarity and understanding. Unique terminology and formal 
names have similarly been avoided.  In actuality, the system 
is quite complex.  Yet, the basic operations and controls given 
are active and provide a valid representation.  Figures A-l 
and A-2 are provided to assist in understanding the flow of 
information and material in the parcel post and storage pack- 
aging elements respectively. 
SECTION IV - THE DATA 
General 
The data used for analysis are the monthly work counts of 
A-14 
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the «lx operations given above and the total labor tla* to 
perform these operations.  Sixteen observations or t»onths of 
data were obtained, beginning January 1975 and ending April 
1976.  Dally data was obtained for the month of April 1976 and 
used to verify significant findings.  The actual work rate for 
each operation was calculated by dividing the actual hours for 
each operation by the work unit output.  Efficiency computa- 
tions were made comparing standard hours to actual hours for 
the month.  Tables A-l and A-2 contain observations and rates, 
respectively, for the months indicated.  Given In Tables A-3 
and A-4 are the daily observations and actual rates for the 
month of April 1976.  Averages or means of the work counts and 
rates for each operation are included in the respective Tables, 
along with their sample standard deviations.  Similarly, the 
mean and sample standard deviations are given in Tables A-l 
and A-3 for total labor time. 
For the purpose of this thesis, the work units for the 
six operations given will be identified as "x ", or "indepen- 
dent variable one" to "x," or "independent variable six" in 
the order given.  Time will be identified as the "dependent 
variable" or "y ". 
B -  Standards 
Standards for the six operations indicated were determined 
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TABLE A-l 
WORK UNITS AND TOTAL LABOR TIME 
MONTHLY DATA 
Operation  21AC 
Month 
2IAD 24DC 3113 3315 3316 Total 
Labor 
Time (Hrs.) 
1/75 
2/75 
3/75 
4/75 
5/75 
6/75 
7/75 
8/75 
9/75 
10/75 
11/75 
12/75 
1/76 
2/76 
3/76 
4/76 
Mean 
Sample 
Std.Dev. 
2516 
1619 
2340 
3153 
3532 
2664 
2734 
2039 
2134 
2084 
831 
825 
1211 
879 
726 
705 
1875 
4986 
5537 
5971 
6562 
5435 
5146 
5527 
4983 
4596 
4566 
2709 
3571 
3584 
2960 
4286 
3474 
4618 
6626 
6394 
9909 
8892 
7725 
6636 
6437 
6593 
5918 
6192 
3338 
4396 
4795 
3849 
5012 
4164 
6055 
700 
2404 
21895 
12450 
1962 
4500 
2400 
874 
2949 
897.4  1074.6  1735.6   5767. 
21045 
27486 
30527 
37845 
34186 
26230 
15455 
11747 
28646 
27746 
27966 
26590 
14418 
6620 
14945 
11310 
22673 
8852.3 
41158 
29296 
25790 
26567 
26701 
28329 
27731 
26140 
25697 
26141 
29698 
22228 
32285 
22635 
33312 
31117 
28427 
4431.4 
2149 
1836 
2034 
2159 
2008 
1963 
1932 
1688 
1690 
1713 
1477 
1177.75 
1526 
1139 
1611 
1461 
1723 
304.6 
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TABU *-: 
ACTUAL   RATE*-   A'.T>   . Vt ?■* I.;.   . rr ' " : TV Y 
MONTHLY   rxATA 
OtHfft 1 
Month 
1/75 
2/75 
3/75 
4/75 
5/75 
6/75 
7/75 
8/75 
9/75 
10/75 
11/75 
12/75 
1/76 
2/76 
3/76 
4/76 
Mean 
Sampl< 
:IAC 
.107 
.069 
.120 
.116 
.112 
.119 
.112 
.110 
.113 
.118 
.115 
.087 
.079 
.087 
.092 
.094 
.104 
21 AX) 
.095 
.111 
.110 
.109 
.108 
.108 
.112 
.104 
.100 
.100 
.100 
.076 
.071 
.075 
.077 
.073 
.096 
2-DC 
.003 
.00 3 
.002 
.002 
.00 3 
.00? 
.003 
.00 3 
.00 3 
.003 
.003 
.002 
.002 
.002 
.002 
.002 
.003 
Std.Dev.   .0159   .0150   .0005 
Actual Time 
!1 
.007 
.007 
.007 
.007 
.007 
.005 
.007 
.00' 
.007 
'I'- 
.00' 
.00 
.OO1 
.oo1 
.00' 
. 00 ..- 
.00 3 
.003 
.003 
.003 
.003 
.003 
.004 
.004 
.003 
.004 
.003 
• 16      1 «• r>c y 
.0007 .0004 
NOTE:     Race 
03 1 8<» 
0 3 2 S- 
D '< 2 * 
0 } 2 - . 
0 31 S2 
■3 3 - 81 
03 5 ~* y 
03 3 8 2 
034 8 3 
034 8 3 
034 Sfc 
03 3 9 3 
035 9 2 
0 36 g9 
035 02 
035 90 
.034 
.0014 
Work   Units 
All   calculations   rounded   to   three   (3)   decimal   places. 
Means   and   standard   deviation  calculations   include   onlv   those 
days  when   operation   is   periormed. 
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TABU  A-1 
tfOttK  WITS  AND TOTAL   LArCK  T LMF 
DAILY  DATA   (APRIL) 
Operation 
Total 
Labor 
Time 
(Hrs.) :IAC 21AD 24DC 3113 3315 3316 
Month 
1 April 56 31 172 203 0. 0. 1075 
2 April 52 32 174 206 0. 0. 1036 
5 April 64 0. 0. 0. 0. 2400 1675 
6 April 64 32 173 205 0. 1000 1300 
7 April 62 33 175 208 0. 0. 1190 
8 April 64 0. 0. 0. 874 1110 1550 
9 April 64 29 176 205 0. 0. 1432 
12 April L     43 22 168 190 0. 0. 860 
13 April I    61 30 146 176 0. 1100 1320 
14 Apri L    59 32 176 197 0. 800 1100 
15 Apri L    88 42 144 186 0. 0. 2080 
16 April L    4a 34 175 209 0. 0. 960 
19 Apri L     40 24 190 210 0. 0. 775 
20 Apri L     64 33 172 205 0. 0. 1360 
21 Apri L     62 31 176 207 0. 0. 1350 
22 Apri I     72 41 173 214 0. 0. 1610 
23 Apri L     84 30 171 201 0. 0. 1910 
26 Apri L    88 58 247 305 0. 0. 1435 
27 Apri L    88 59 242 301 0. 1250 1689 
28 Apri L    72 70 250 320 0. 0. 1440 
29 Apri L    88 0. 0. 0. 0. 2450 2400 
30 Apri L    78 42 174 216 0. 1200 1570 
Totals 1461 705 3474 4164 874 11310 31117 
Mean 62.8 29.8 149.3 186.6 53.6 514.1 1349.2 
Sample 
Std.Dev 17.9 16.8 68.5 81.1 189.9 769.7 433.9 
A-20 
TABU A-- 
ACTUAL RATFS - DA ILY DATA 
DAILY DATA (APRIL) 
Opcratlcr 
Co<J*/Dat«> :IAC 
1 April .097 
2 April .094 
5 April - 
6 April .094 
7 April .091 
8 April - 
9 April .103 
12 April .091 
13 Aprl .100 
14 Aprl I     .094 
15 Aprl .095 
16 Aprl .088 
19 April L     .083 
20 Aprl I           .091 
21 Apri L     .097 
22 Apri I    .098 
23 Apri I    .100 
26 Apri L    .086 
27 Apri I    .102 
28 Apri I    .086 
29 Apri L 
30 Apri L    .095 
Mean .094 
Sample 
Std.Dev. .0055 
21AD 
.073 
.072 
.072 
.071 
.071 
.080 
.086 
.071 
.080 
.071 
.072 
.073 
.071 
.066 
.073 
.075 
.072 
.070 
.066 
.073 
.0046 
:4DC 
.002 
.002 
.002 
.002 
.002 
.003 
.003 
.003 
.003 
.002 
.001 
.002 
.002 
.002 
.002 
.002 
.002 
.002 
.002 
.002 
.0005 
3113 3315 3316 
.007 
- .037 
- .035 
.003 .033 
.004 .034 
• .039 
.005 .035 
• .034 
- .031 
.004 .031 
.004 .036 
- .035 
- .033 
- .031 
- .035 
• .034 
- .035 
- .036 
- .045 
.004 .035 
• .033 
.003 .033 
.003 .037 
.007 .004 
.0007 
.035 
.003 
NOTE:  Rate = 
Actual Time 
Work Units 
All calculations rounded to three (3) decimal places. 
Means and standard deviation calculations include only those 
days when operation is performed. 
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by th# Uork Nriiurrafnu Section of the Drpot.  Standard data '*, 
•topwatch tint   study and work taapl lng were employed.  The 
difficulty and applicability of using conventional acthods to 
determine Indirect work actturnMnts are discussed in the Intro- 
duction and its application may be questioned In this particular 
Instance.  As an example, numerous differences in counts, 
physical characteristics of Items, and methods of packaging are 
Involved in Operation 3316.  Yet, it is a standard based upon 
analysis and experience.  It is assumed that this standard 
along with the actual work rate will provide a valid basis for 
evaluating techniques.  The standard time for each work unit 
of the operations given are provided in Table A-5. 
POD Manual 5105.3^-M, Cross Performance Measurement System 
(Warehousing), Depc. of Defense, Office of the Assis. Sec. Defense 
(Installations and Logistics), July, 1968. 
2 
POD Manual 5010.15.1-M, Materials Handling Standard Time Data, 
Dept. of Defense, Otfice of the Assis. Sec. Defense (In- 
stallations and Logistics), March, 1967. 
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TABLE A-5 
STANDARD TIMES 
Operation Stam dard Time 
21 AC .088 
21AD .069 
24DC .002 
3113 .007 
3315 .003 
3316 .031 
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Vita 
P«r »ona1 KlMory 
Date of Birth: 
Place of Birth: 
Parent s: 
Occupation: 
Donald H. Tomaslk 
July 30, 1944 
Allentown, Pennsylvania 
Concetta R. and John E. Tooaslk 
Captain, Corps, of Engineers; 
U. S. Army 
Educational Background 
Louis E. Dieruff High School, Allentown, Pennsylvania 
September 1959 to June 1962 
Received High School Diploma 
Rutgers University, New Brunswick, New Jersey 
September 1962 to June 1967 
Received Bachelor of Science (Landscape Architecture) 
New York University, New York, New York 
June 1969 to January 1970 
Attended Graduate School of Public Administration 
(Part-time) 
Engineer Officer Advanced Course, Fort Belvoir, Virginia 
June 1974 to April 1975 
Received completion certificate (Graduate School 
credits from George Washington University 
included) 
Facility Engineer Management Course, Fort Belvoir, Virginia 
April 1975 to May 1975 
Received completion certificate 
Lehigh University, Bethlehem, Pennsylvania 
June 1975 to August 1976 
Candidate for Master of Science Degree in 
Industrial Engineering 
Honor t 
AlpKa   Z*ca   Honor   Society  -   Rutger*   Unlvwr»lty 
Work   ijjxrIfncc 
Dates 
June 196 7 to 
February 1968 
February 1968 to 
December 1968 
December 1968 to 
August 1969 
August 1969 to 
November 1970 
December 1970 to 
August 1971 
August 1971 to 
December 1971 
January 1972 to 
March 1973 
March 1973 to 
November 1973 
January 1974 to 
May 1974 
June 1974 to 
May 1975 
June 1975 to 
August 1976 
Aa» tunraent* 
U.S.   Army   Engineer   Dis- 
trict,   New   York,   N.Y. 
Title/Posit ion 
Architect GS-7 
(Civilian) 
Drafted, Attended Basic 
and Advanced Training, 
and Engineer Officer 
Candidate School 
(U. S. Army) 
U. S. Array Engineer Dis- 
trict, New York, N.Y. 
Area Engineer Office, U.S. 
Military Academy, West 
Point, New York 
35th Engineer Croup (Const.) 
Republic of Vietnam 
584th Engineer Company (LE) 
Republic of Vietnam 
13th Engineer Company (CS) 
Fort Meade, Maryland 
Comlssioned 
(2nd Lieutenant) 
Military Assistant 
(2nd Lieutenant) 
Project Engineer 
(1st Lieutenant) 
Industrial Site 
Commander (Capt.) 
Comnander 
Commander 
"A" Company, 76th Engineer   Commander 
Battalion (Const.) 
Fort Meade, Maryland 
Attended Jump and Ranger 
School, Fort Benning, 
Georgia 
Student 
Attended Engineer Officer    Student 
Advanced Course and Facility 
Engineer Management Course 
Fort Belvoir, Virginia 
Attended Lehigh University  Student 
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania 
Woyk   Exp<T lfnc» 
Dat«l Assignment s Tit U/PoslC ton 
August   1976   to 
Pr«s»nt 
U.S.   Amy   ROTC   Instructor 
Croup,   Lrhigh   University 
Bcthlcheta,   Pennsylvania 
Assistant   Pro- 
fessor   of   Military 
Sc lertcc 
